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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS

GEOFFREY S. RULE

1

Petitioner/Appel lee:
l:i)

VS.

RICHELLE RULE,

Appellate Court No. 20150633-CA

Respondent/Appellant.

BRIEF OF APPELLANT

~

JURISDICTION AND NATURE OF PROCEEDINGS
This appeal is taken from the trial court's 11-4-14 oral ruling (reduced to
order on 11-5-14) related to trial held on 5-27-14 and 5-28-14 and the trial court's
4-24-15 oral ruling related to Respondent/Appellant's Rule 59 Motion, (reduced
to order on 7-2-15) entered in Rule v. Rule, a divorce action pending in the Third

4i>

District Court in and for Salt Lake County, State of Utah, case no. 134901588.
The Appellant timely filed her Notice of Appeal to this Court on 8-1-15. This Court
has jurisdiction pursuant to UCA § 78A-4-103(2)(h).
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STATEMENT OF ISSUES OF APPEAL AND STANDARD OF REVIEW

I.

DID THE TRIAL COURT ABUSE ITS DISCRETION BY USING
ACTUAL EXPENSES AT THE TIME OF TRIAL INSTEAD OF MARITAL
STANDARD OF LIVING IN DETERMINING ALIMONY AND FAILING
TO EQUALIZE THE PARTIES' STANDARDS OF LIVING.

11.

DID THE TRIAL COURT ABUSE ITS DISCRETION BY FAILING TO
(ii

MAKE A FINDING REGARDING THE MARITAL STANDARD OF
LIVING IN DETERMING ALIMONY?

STANDARD OF REVIEW
Trial courts have considerable discretion in determining alimony and
property distribution in divorce cases, and will be upheld on appeal unless a clear
and prejudicial abuse of discretion is demonstrated. Rasband v. Rasband. 752
P.2d 1331, 1333 (Utah Ct.App.1988). Findings of fact in divorce appeals are
subject to the clearly erroneous standard of review such that "due regard shall be
given to the opportunity of the trial court to judge the credibility of the witnesses."
Jense v. Jense, 784 P.2d 1249, 1251 (Utah Ct.App.1989). Conclusions of law,
are reviewed for correctness and given no special deference on appeal. Smith v.
Smith. 793 P.2d 407, 409 (Utah Ct.App.1990). Howell v. Howell, 806 P.2d 1209,
1211 (Utah Ct. App. 1991 ).

4
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CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS, STATUTES AND RULES
Relevant Utah Code Sections
UCA §78A-4-103. Court of Appeals jurisdiction. (in relevant part)
(2) The Court of Appeals has appellate jurisdiction, including jurisdiction of
interlocutory appeals, over:
(h) appeals from district court involving domestic relations cases, including,
but not limited to, divorce, annulment, property division, child custody: support,
parent-time, visitation, adoption, and paternity;

UCA §30-3-5. Disposition of Property. (in relevant part)
(8)

(a) The court shall consider at least the following factors in determining

alimony:
(i) the financial condition and needs of the recipient spouse;
(ii) the recipient's earning capacity or ability to produce income:
(iii) the ability of the payor spouse to provide support;
(iv) the length of the marriage;
(v)whether the recipient spouse has custody of the minor children
requiring support;
(vi) whether the recipient spouse worked in a business owned or
operated by the payor spouse; and
(vii) whether the recipient spouse directly contributed to any increase
in the payor spouse's skill by paying for education received by
5
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the payer spouse or allowing the payor spouse to attend school
during the marriage.
(e) As a general rule, the court should look to the standard of living,
existing at the time of separation, in determining alimony. However, the court
must consider all relevant facts and equitable principles and may, in its
discretion, base alimony on the standard of living that existed at the time of trial.
(f) The court may, under appropriate circumstances, attempt to equalize

the parties' respective standards of living.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE

This matter is a divorce action. The divorce action was filed on March 28,
2013 in Salt Lake County, Salt Lake Department, State of Utah. The case was
assigned the case number 134901588. On March 28 2013, the
Petitioner/Appellee filed his Motion for Temporary Orders. On May 6, 2013, a
hearing was held on Petitioner/Appellee's Motion for Temporary Orders. On
June 6, 2013, Judge Vernice Trease signed an Order related to the Motion for
Temporary Orders. On June18, 2013: an additional hearing was held on
temporary orders. On July 11, 2013, an Order and Recommendation was filed
related to the additional hearing. On February 4, 2014, a hearing was held to
bifurcate the action (among other issues). The trial court granted the motion
bifurcating the action and reserved all other matters for trial. An order entered to
this effect on March 19, 2014. Trial was held in this matter on May 27, 2014 and
6
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May 28, 2014. The parties submitted written closing arguments on June 2, 2014.
On June 6, 2014 the trial court issued an oral ruling via a telephonic conference
related to the trial issues. On June 20, 2014, the Respondent/Appellant filed a
Rule 59 Motion seeking to supplement and/or change some of the trial court's
findings for correctness/completeness. On October 7, 2014, the
Respondent/Appellant filed an objection to the Petitioner/Appellee's proposed
findings of fact and conclusions of law and proposed order related to the June 6,
2014 oral ruling. On November 5, 2014, the trial court issued a memorandum
decision related to the Respondent/Appellant's objection to proposed findings
and order, and on the same day also entered a supplemental judgment/order of
divorce. On February 11, 2015, the trial court heard the Respondent/Appellant's
Rule 59 Motion. The trial court took the matter under advisement and issued an
oral ruling via a telephonic conference on April 24, 2015, which was reduced to
order on July 2, 2015. The Respondent/Appellant timely filed her Notice of
Appeal on August 1, 2015.
STATEMENT OF FACTS

The present action is a divorce action. The parties were married on March
1 1997 (R001, ,r2) and divorced by a bifurcated decree on March 19, 2014
(R400-402). The parties had one daughter as a result of their marriage, born
August 1997 (R002, ,r4 ). The parties separated in or shortly before March, 2013.
i..i,

The Appellee filed for divorce on or about March 15, 2013 (R016). A Temporary
7
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Orders hearing was held on May 6, 2013 (R089). Alimony was not addressed at
the May 6, 2013 hearing and instead was addressed at a hearing held on June
11, 2013 (R 206-207). Prior to that time, the Appellee filed his Financial
Declaration claiming $4,632 in monthly expenses (R 0191) against monthly gross
income of $5,833 and a net income of $5,192 per month (R0184-0185). The
Appellant filed her Financial Declaration claiming $3,496 in monthly expenses
(R0114-R0115) against monthly gross income of $2,833 and a net income of
$2,230 per month (R0110). In the order filed on July 9, 2013, the Appellant was
awarded $941 in monthly alimony (R206-207). As a result, the Appellant had a
claimed unmet monthly deficiency of $325 per month.
At the end of August, 2013, the Appellant was terminated from her
employment (R0238). The Appellant's income and income potential was
significantly hampered by her mental health condition, a condition the Appellee
admitted to in an affidavit he filed with the trial court (R080). The Appellee stated
that as a result of her condition, the Appellant would be employed for periods of
time and then experience a loss of employment as her mental condition
deteriorates. (R081 ). The Appellant filed for a modification of alimony based on
the loss of income and requested an increase in alimony to $2,048 per month
(R0233). A hearing was held on Appellant's request to modify alimony (among
other matters) on September 24, 2013 (R260). The Appellant's request to modify

8
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alimony was reserved (R0261) for later hearing. An order to the foregoing effect
was entered on October 28, 2013 (R0276-0280).
On November 5, 2013 the Appellant filed an updated Financial
Declaration, which indicated a revised monthly income of $0 (R0292) against
monthly expenses of $2,941 (R0298). A hearing was held on the Appellanfs
request for modification of alimony on November 6, 2013. The Commissioner
recommended that the Appellant's minimum expenses were no more than
$2,500 per month (R0306) and increased combined support (alimony and child
support) to $1,500 per month (R0306). The modification was made via a minute
entry entered on November 6, 2013 (R304-306).
At the time of trial, the Appellant's mental health disability was well
documented. The Utah State Office of Rehabilitation sent the Appellant a letter
indicating that the Office considered her "significantly disabled for purposes of
the VR [Vocational Rehabilitation] services" due to Appellant's "PTSD and major
depressive disorder with a history of psychotic symptoms." (See Respondenfs
~

Trial Exhibits,# 3, admitted into evidence). The Appellant also introduced the
testimony and report of Dr. Kristy Farnsworth, a vocational expert, who testified
that the Appellant might have trouble with even part time work due to her mental

~

condition (See Respondent's Trial Exhibits: #4, page 2, admitted into evidence).
In addition, Dr. Farnsworth (who is also a licensed psychologist in Idaho, Exhibit
i.:iJ

4, CV), testified that, "Ms. Rule is at risk for decompensation in the future based
9
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on her thought disorder which results in significant misperceptions of her
surroundings." (Respondent's Trial Exhibits #4, page 10). Nevertheless, Dr.
Farnsworth opined that the Appellant could work part time as an Insurance Policy
Processing Clerk making $12.00 per hour (See Respondent's Trial Exhibits #4,

Ow

page 2). It was not specified how much part time work the Appellant could
handle, but assuming it was 20 hours per week: her monthly income wouf d be
.approximately $1,032, an amount close to imputed minimum wage of $1,250 per
month and stipulated to by the Appellant. (R0421 ).
At trial, the Appellant introduced into evidence Respondent's Trial Exhibit
·#7 (attached as Addendum A), a Financial Declaration claiming $5,803 in
monthly expenses (of note $1,000 per month was claimed ·for vocational
retraining expenses). Net of the $1,000 per month in vocational retraining
expenses, the Appellant's claimed expenses, consistent with the standard of
living established during the marriage, was $4,803 per month. In making this
claim, the Appellant specifically excluded any expenses related to the parties'
minor child. (R445). The Appellee introduced into evidence his Trial Exhibit #9,
Petitioner's Income and Expenses (attached as Addendum 8). In the exhibit,
which was offered and accepted into evidence, the Appellee claimed a need of
$5,100 per month. (See Addendum 8). The Appellee's expense sheet did not
specify whether his expenses were exclusive of expenses associated with the
minor child. If the Appellee's expenses were reduced only by the clear child
IO
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related expense of a 529 account (college savings) of $250 per month, the
parties' claimed marital standard of living expenses were less than $50 apart
·from one another per month.
~

Trial in the matter was held on May 27 and May 28, 2014. On June 6,
2014: the trial court held a telephonic conference during which the trial court
issued its trial decision (R495-497). The oral ruling was eventually reduced to
Supplemental Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law entered on November 5,
2014. (R628-647, Attached as Addendum C). In the Supplemental Findings, the
Court confirmed that the Appellant did indeed suffer from a delusional disorder
and that it would affect her ability to work. (R632).
The trial court found that the Appellee had a net income of $5A66 per
month (R636) and claimed monthly expenses of $5,100 per month (R636). The
·trial court made adjustments that were referenced (donations, gifts, travel,
retirement contributions) but not detailed. (R636) The trial court made no finding
of the Appellee's net monthly need. (R636).
The trial court found that the Appellant had an income potential of $1,000
per month (net of taxes (R636)), and a claimed a need of $5,813 per month
(R636). The trial court made adjustments to the Appellanfs claimed need and
made reference to larger categories such as '·donations, gifts, travel, retirement
expenses not being paid, health insurance premiums which are projected but not

0J

actual, projected costs of education, among other adjustments" (R636). The trial
11
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court did not articulate the amount of each adjustment. (R636). After applying all
adjustments, the trial court determined that the Appellant had a reasonable need
of $3,100 per month (R636).
Of significant import in the Supplemental Findings is ·that, "the Court
declines the Respondent's request to make a finding of monthly expenses based
on the standard of living established for either party based on the ·finding that
neither party can maintain the standard of living established during the marriage,
given the divorce.'' (R637).
In response to the trial court's ruling, the Appellant ·filed a Rule 59 Motion
seeking to correct and/or add additional findings. The Appellant made a specific
request that the ·trial court enter findings on the parties' respective marital
standards of living (R503), among other requests. On February 11, 2015, the trial
court held oral argument on the Appellant's Rule 59 Motion (R697). The trial
court issued an oral ruling via a telephonic conference on April 24, 2015 (R712),
which resulted in Order on Supplemental Findings of Fact and Conclusions of
Law Arising from Respondent's Rule 59 Motion (R798-800, Attached as
Addendum D).
In the aforesaid Order, the trial court further adjusted the Appellant's
expenses downward to $2,702 per month, but did not articulate the reason for
the additional adjustments (R799). The trial court made similar unarticulated
adjustments to the Appellee's expenses to determine a need of $3,198 per
12
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~

month (R799). The trial court set alimony at $874 per month up to September
2015, at which time alimony would increase to $1,61.2 per month (the month after

child support termination (R799)). Of particular import, the trial court stated, 'The
Court was to evaluate the standard of living at the time of trial to determine her
need given that there is not enough money to cover the standard of living."
(R799).

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
The thrust of Appellant's argument is that the trial court erroneously used
actual expenses/standard of living at the time of trial to determine alimony, as
opposed to the marital standard of living. The reason cited by the court was that
"there is not enough money to cover the standard of living". The Appellant

i.::ii

believes this reasoning to be an abuse of the trial court's discretion and
reversible error. The Appellant believes the vagaries related to the trial court's
adjustments to expenses render the trial court's findings insufficient for this Court
to engage in meaningful analysis. The Appellant also believes the trial court
0l)

failed to equalize the post-divorce standard of living of the parties, a stated Utah
policy for alimony awards. Finally, the trial court was required to make a finding
of the marital standard of living, and Appellant requested such a finding on
multiple occasions only to be told that no such finding would be made.

ARGUMENT

I.

DID THE TRIAL COURT ABUSE ITS DISCRETION BY USING ACTUAL
13
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EXPENSES/STANDARD OF LIVING AT THE TIME OF TRIAL INSTEAD
OF MARITAL STANDARD OF LIVING IN DETERMINING ALIMONY AND
BY FAILING TO EQUALIZE THE STANDARDS OF LIVING.

Trial courts are required to consider the following primary purposes of
alimony: "(1) to get the parties as close as possible to the same standard of living
that existed during the marriage; (2) to equalize the standards of living of each
party; and (3) to prevent the recipient spouse from becoming a public charge".
Dobson v. Dobson, 2012 UT App 373,294 P.3d 591, 596.
Standard of living is defined as "a minimum of necessities, comforts, or
luxuries that is essential to maintaining a person in customary or proper status or
circumstances." Rasband v. Rasband, 752 P.2d 1331, 1333 (Utah Ct.App.1980).
An alimony award should, as far as possible, equalize the parties'
respective standards of living and maintain them at a level as close as possible
to the standard of riving enjoyed during the marriage. Olson v. Olson, 704 P .2d
564, 566 (Utah 1985). As recently as 2010, this Court stated that Utah's policy
behind its alimony laws was "to enable the receiving spouse to maintain as
nearly as possible the standard of living enjoyed during the marriage ... ''. Fish v.
Fish, 2010 UT App 292, ,I 18, 242 P.3d 787, 792. It is well settled that the needs
of the spouse are usually assessed in light of the standard of living established
during the marriage. Bakanowski v. Bakanowski, 2003 UT App 357, 80 P.3d
14
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~

153, 155-56. See also Dobson v. Dobson, 2012 UT App 373,

i1 .24, 294

P.3d 591,

597; Jones v. Jones, 700 P.2d 1072 (Utah 1985); Bingham v. Bingham, 872 P.2d
1065, 1068 (Utah Ct.App.1994 ).
~

Despite the fact that it is clearly disfavored that a court use actual
expenses/standard of living at the time of trial, appellate decisions and UCA §303-5(8)(e) allow for circumstances in which such application is necessary to avoid
injustice or a patently unfair result.
In Howell v. Howell, the court looked at a different time in determining need
because it was "consistent with the goal of equalizing the parties' post-divorce
status to look to the standard of living existing at or near the time of'trial in

~

determining alimony." Howell v. Howell, 806 P.2d 1209, 1212 (Utah Ct. App.
1991. In Howell, the parties were separated for approximately one year before
plaintiff filed for divorce. About one year later, trial was held. During that two-year
period, husband's income doubled because of the successful takeover of
Western Airlines by Delta Airlines. The husband's ability to take advantage of

~

that change was at least in part a result of having persevered during the lean
times, as did his wife and children. Howell v. Howell, 806 P.2d 1209, 1211-12
(Utah Ct. App. 1991 ).
The present case in not a Howell situation, and application of Howell in this
case (which the trial court applied) results in a patently unfair result. In this case,

<@

the Appellant significantly decreased her expenses during separation in response
15
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to a temporary alimony award that did not meet her claimed need. Then, the
Appellant further reduced her expenses in response to the loss of employment
during the pendency of the action (R0238). For Appellant to do anything other
than to reduce her expenses would have resulted in incurring significant debt
during separation with (at best) speculative hope of being awarded some marital
property adjustment to pay off'the accruing debt. This exact scenario was
anticipated by this Court in Kidd v. Kidd, 2014 UT App 26, 321 P.3d .200, 207,
reh'g denied (Apr. 7, .2014). This Court stated in Kidd, "We have previously
instructed trial courts to avoid focusing on "actual expenses alone" when
assessing need because the expense level during separation "may be
necessarily lower than needed to maintain an appropriate standard of living for
various reasons, including, possibly, lack of income. Kidd v. Kidd, .2014 UT App
26,

,r 24, 321

P.3d .200, 207, reh'q denied (Apr. 7, .2014).

The reasoning in Kidd echoes the factual scenario in this case. The
Appellant reduced her expenses during separation due to a loss of income
attributable to a debilitating and persistent mental health condition that was well
documented at trial and admitted to by the Appellee. Despite ·this fact, the trial
court used her actual expenses at the time of trial despite the fact that they were
lower than needed to maintain the marital standard of living. The result was the
determination of Appellant's standard of Iiving well below that of the marital
standard.
16
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~

In addition, this Court in Howell articulated how actual expenses at the
time of trial and marital standard of living expenses should be presented to a trial
court. In ·footnote 3, this Court stated, "Defendant's actual expenses at the time of
~

trial were likely greatly diminished due to her limited income at the time. She
therefore correctly sought to present not only her actual expenses during the
separation, but also the expenses she claimed would be necessary to maintain
or, in many cases return to, the standard of living .she enjoyed prior to
separation". Howell v. Howell, 806 P.2d 1209, 1215 (Utah Ct. App. 1991).
In the present case, the Appellant engaged in an identical presentation of
not only her actual expenses during separation, but also the expenses necessary
to return to the standard of living enjoyed prior to separation (See Respondent's
Trial Exhibit #7, pages 9-12). In her trial Financial Declaration, the Appellant set
forth the expense consistent with the marital standard of living, and in the 'Type
of Expense" column explained the apportionment ofthe expense between
current and marital standard of living, in the exact manner suggested by this

~

Court in Howell.

kl

In the present case, Appellant lacked the income during separation to meet
her marital standard of living and adjusted her expenses accordingly. It is or
should be the policy of Utah that a person doing so should not be penalized at
the time of trial because of their exercise of good financial judgment. To endorse
~

the trial court's approach of using the standard of living at the time of trial would
17
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do just that; the Appellant would be penalized for her prudence of matching, to
the greatest extent possible, her expenses to her income.. Should this Court
embrace the trial court's approach in this case, it would be incumbent on divorce
attorneys to advise their clients to maintain their marital standard of living during

~

separation at all costs, regardless of accrual of debt or the likelihood of
bankruptcy associated with maintaining such a standard. Divorce attorneys
would be required to engage in a cost benefit analysis; whether a speculative
increase in a long term marriage alimony award (by maintaining a marital
standard of living during separation) be worth accruing crushing debt during
separation and likely filing bankruptcy post-divorce to discharge .post
separation/pre.:trial debt. Creating such an environment, even unintentionally, is

~

in opposition to the stated policy regarding alimony laws in Utah.
In addition the ·trial court shut out the possibility of the Appellant receiving
1

any alimony above $2,702, minus whatever income she can earn (R799) via a
modification. Assuming the imputed income of $1,000 per month on an ongoing
basis, as the trial court found, the Appellant could never receive alimony of more
than $1,702 per month, regardless of how prosperous the Appellee becomes
during the pendency of his alimony obligation. The reason for this is the well
settled principle that an alimony claimant can never receive more than their
determined need. Bakanowski v. Bakanowski, 2003 UT App 357, 80 P.3d 153,
155-56. So, given the trial court's Findings, should the Appellee begin earning
18
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~

hundreds of thousands of dollars a year, his maximum alimony payment is
$1,702 per month. Specifically, with the Appellant was awarded $1,612 per
month in alimony (R799), plus her $1,000 in imputed income, the Appellant has
$2,612 per month to meet her need. The trial court's current finding is that her
"reasonable need" is $2,702 per month. As such, regardless of Appellee's
increase in income, the Appellant could only increase her monthly alimony by a
maximum of less than $100 per month, since she cannot receive more than her
determined need.

kl This is a particularly unfair result particularly considering

the

ease with which the trial court could have determined the marital standard of
living. The parties, in their respective trial Financial Declarations, had claimed
¼)

marital standard of living needs that were within $50 per month of one another
(after the simple adjustment ofthe Appellant's claimed retraining expenses and
the Appellee's claimed 529 college savings). Specifically, after those
adjustments, the Appellant had a claimed marital need of $4,813 per month and
the Appellee a claimed marital need of $4,850 per month.
The trial court also failed at equalizing the parties' respective standards of
living post-divorce, as set forth in Dobson and Howell, among others. Dobson v.
Dobson, 2012 UT App 373, 294 P.3d 591, 596; Howell v. Howell, 806 P.2d 1209,
1212 (Utah Ct. App. 1991 ).
The trial court found that the Appellant could make $1,000 per month net

"

of taxes. (R636). The trial court found, that the Appellee had net monthly income
19
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of $5,466 per month (R636). The net combined income of the parties was $6,466
Ei

per month. Adding the Appellant's $1,612 per month in alimony to her $1,000 in
imputed income results in the Appellant has $2,61.2 to meet her monthly
expenses. By comparison, the AppeHee has $3,854 per month (5466-1612) to
meet his need, $1242 more than the Appellant per month. The Appellant
believes that giving the Appellee a monthly advantage of more than $1,200 per
month over her does not equalize the standard of living. The Appellant believes
that the trial court engaged in an erroneous application of the procedure when
there is insufficient income to meet both parties' marital standards. As recently
as 2014, this Court endorsed an approach of equalizing the parties' shortfalls. In
Hansen v. Hansen, this Court was presented with precisely the situation where
~

equalization of income was deemed appropriate. Hansen v. Hansen, .201-4 UT
App 96, ,I 8, 325 P.3d 864, 867 cert. denied, 337 P.3d 295 (Utah 2014). In
Hasen, Wife had an unmet monthly need of $1,393 and Husband lacked the
ability to ·fulfill that need because he has a monthly surplus of only $350. This
Court found it was entirely appropriate for the trial court to equalize the parties'
monthly shortfalls.

&

In applying -the Hansen approach to the present case, the

parties' joint marital claimed need was $9,663 per month (4,813 for Appellant and
4,850 for Appellee). The parties' joint net monthly income is $6,466 per month
(5,466 for Appellee and 1,000 for Appellant). By awarding the Appellant $2,200
per month in monthly alimony: the Appellee would have a shortfall of $1,584 per
20
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month and the Appellant a monthly shortfall of $1,613, a close approximation of
sharing the shortfall. Instead, the trial court sought to decrease expenses to a
level well below the marital standard of living and then unequally apportion the
VJI

shortfall. The Appellant believes the trial court's approach to be reversible error
and applying Hansen would satisfy this Court's recent approved approach.

11.

ill

DID THE TRIAL COURT ABUSE ITS DISCRETION IN FAILING
TO MAKE A FINDING OF THE MARITAL STANDARD OF
LIVING IN DETERMING ALIMONY?

The absence of findings of fact "is a fundamental defect that makes it
impossible to review the issues that were briefed without invading the trial court's
fact-finding domain." Acton v. Deliran. 737 P .2d 996, 999 (Utah 1987). "The
findings of fact must show that the court's judgment or decree 'follows logically
from, and is supported by, the evidence.' "Jg.
Where a trial court fails to enter specific findings on the needs and
condition of the recipient spouse, making effective review of the alimony award
impossible, that omission is an abuse of discretion. Bakanowski v. Bakanowski,
2003 UT App 357,
~

,r 10, 80

P.3d 153, 155; see also Burt v. Burt, 799 P.2d 1166,

1170 (Utah Ct.App.1990).
A trial court must explain its calculations and its consideration of the
statutory factors in detailed factual findings. In Dobson v. Dobson, this Court
21
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remanded when the trial court reduced wife's expenses without sufficient
explanation, and where the trial court did not indicate whether it assessed wife's
needs in light of the parties' marital standard of living. The issue was remanded
to the trial court for the entry of more detailed findings regarding the assessment
of wife's needs in iight of the marital standard of living. Dobson v. Dobson, 2012
UT App 373, 294 P.3d 591, 597.
In the present case, the parties' marital standard of living was never
determined by the trial court, despite repeated requests by the Appellant for the
trial court to do so. The Appellant believes that failure to make the finding,
particularly in light of Appellant's repeated requests, is a clear abuse of
discretion, per Bakanowski and Dobson and requires a remand ·for determination
of the marital standard of living with detailed findings and calculations. In
addition, even when the trial court engaged in calculations and adjustments,
explanation of its calculations were vague at best, highlighted by the use of the
term •:among other adjustments." (R636). The Appellant believes that such terms
as "among other adjustments" plainly do not meet the requisite "detailed findings
regarding the assessment of wife's needs in light of the marital standard of living"
as set forth in Dobson. Dobson at 597.
CONCLUSION

The Appellant believes that the trial court abused its discretion in using
actual expenses/standard of living at the time of trial instead of the marital

Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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~

standard of living. The situation in which the trial court would have discretion ·to
apply the actu"al expense standard did not exist in the present case. The
appellate cases that used the standard of living at the time of trial did so to avoid
a patently unfair result; the trial court in this case created a patently unfair result
by applying the same standard. In addition, the justification of using actual
expenses/standard of living at trial because of insufficient funds to meet the
marital standard of living misidentifies the appropriate standard to be
implemented when there is such a shortfall. Finally, ·the trial court's refusal to
make findings of the marital standard of living despite repeated requests by the
Appellant to do so is reversible error. The result of the refusal to make a marital
~

standard of living finding is patently unfair; the maximum amount of alimony that
could be awarded on a modification is capped at a level well below the marital
standard of living. For the foregoing reasons, the Appellant respectfully requests
that this Court reverse the trial court's ruling on alimony and remand for
correctness and for ·further findings.
DATED this 23rd day of March, 2016
THE STONE LAW FIRM

Edward Ston \
Attorney for th Defendant/Appellant

.,..,...,
_.)
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
~

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 23rd day of March, 2016, a copy of the
foregoing was hand delivered to: Suzanne Mareliusl 261 E. 300 S., Suite 300,
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 .

Edward Stone[

~

id
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(jj

Richelle M. Rule

My Name

This is a private record.

------------

77 42 Mountain Oaks Dr .
. Salt Lake City ___~T 84121
City, State. Zip

801-419-2990

Phone ___ _

_r_m~~le@comcast.net
Ema1o

I am the

D Petitioner

~ Respondent

In the District Court of Salt Lake County, Utah
Court Address: 450 South State Street, Salt Lake City, Utah

Financial Declaration
Geoffrey Ru le
Case Number
Petitioner

V.

/ Judge

I
Richelle Rule

Comm 1ssioner

Respondent

Instructions:

Unless there is ci hearing at which the judge or commiss1oner must tjecide a financial question related
to spouse support, ct1ild support. equitable allocation of property and debts or responsibility for
attorney fees ancl court costs, do not file this form with the court. File only a certificate of service
stating that the Financial Declaration has been served on the other parties and the date of service.
The judicial services representative cannot complete this form for you Use the Checklist to help you
understand am! complete this form.
•

You must update this information if it changes.

- - - - · - - - - - ---------·------------~- -··-----------------·---·----Approved Board o: D1str1c, Court Juoges October 14, 2011
Page i of 12
Fmanc1a! Deciar<1t1on
Rev,sec October 19. 2012
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•

Keep a copy of all documents for your records.

•

Attend all court hearings.

•

Attach the following to the completed Financial Declaration. Check all boxes that apply:

D Additional pages as needed to complete paragraphs that don't have enough space. Write the
paragraph number on the additional page.
□

Any documents referred to in this document.

□

The following documents required by Utah Rule of Civil Procedure 26.1 to be attached to this
Financial Declaration: (Note: File this form with the court only if there is a hearing at which the
judge or commissioner must decide a financial question related to spouse support, child
support, equitable allocation of property and debts or responsibility for attorney fees and court
costs. When filing this form with the court, attach only evidence of all earned and un-earned
income for the 12 months before the petition in this case was filed, such as your most recent
pay stub showing year-to-date wages and your most recent federal tax form 1040, 1040A or
1040EZ. Do not file the other attachments described here, unless the court directs you to do
so.)
D

For the two tax years before the petition in this case was filed, complete federal and state
income tax returns, including Form W-2, Form 1099, and Form K-1, and supporting tax
schedules and attachments filed by you and by any entity in which you have a majority or
controlling interest.

:J Pay stubs and other evidence of all earned and un-earned income for the 12 months
before the petition in this case was filed.

(1)

D

All loan applications and financial statements prepared or used by the party completing
the financial declaration within the 12 months before the petition in this case was filed.

D

Documents verifying the value of all real estate in wt1ich the party has an interest,
including the most recent appraisal, tax valuation and refinance documents.

□

All statements for the 3 months before the petition in this case was filed for all financial
accounts. including checking, savings, money market funds, certificates of deposit.
brokerage, investment, and retirement.

□

If any of the documents required to be attached to this Financial Declaration are not
reasonably available or are in the possession of the other party, then estimate the
amounts entered on this Financial Declaration, and complete Paragraph (13) explaining
the basis for the estimation and why the documents are not available.

~

Social Security Number.
My Social Security Number is: _118-58-5053 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(2)

Employment Status.
(A)
My occupation
is_unemployed _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Financial De:;larallor.

--------·-·

-· .... Appro;ed-·Board of District Court-,Judges October 14.·201·1- ·-·-Pa-ge-iof 12
Revised October 19. 2012
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~

(B)

I am unemployed.

D

I am employed by:

I Name of Employer

Doing Business ~pBA)

I

I
I

Address & Telephone Number

"-----·· -

{3)
Gross Monthly Income. (Print your pre-tax income in the appropriate boxes below. Attach
evidence of items listed, such as most recent pay stubs, federal and state tax returns for past 2 years, W2 forms, or a work history report from the Department of Workforce Services. For income that changes
from month to month, calculate the annual total and divide by 12 months to list a monthly average.)

My Gross Monthly
Income

I

Source of Income
/ Work (Including self employment. wages, salaries, commissions, bonuses, tips

$

and overtime)

1$

lI Rental

I

!$

'41

$

,

_____ --··--------·

~-~------

,

I Business Income

$
$

Income

[ Interest---~-~~-Income

-~---------~,

I Dividends

---------

__ ..

___

Retirement Income (Including pensions, 401(k), IRA, etc.)
I

$

-----

!

$

Social Security Disability (SSDI and SSI)

L ______ ~
(@)

:$

Worker's Compensation

-

-------

-

Private D_isability ln_~1=:1_rance

•·-

.

_ _ _ _ _ _j_s_o~~§L§.~C':-!~!Y__(_Q~__n~t in~Lu~-~- ~~_!?(_~-~

.

--- ~-···~ -

?~n. . ·-·· ... ··- .... ··-··· . . _____________!

l_$_ _ _ _ _ _ __.._[_U_n_e_m~p_lo~y_met]1 Benefits

l

j

j__

$_________________ ~_~u_c_a_ti_on_B_e_n_ef_it_s_ -·----------·---···---------------

1

$

I$

! Veteran's Benefits

~ __ JAiimony (from a prior marriag""-e_,_)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

L$_ _ _ _ _ _______ii_C_h_i_ld_S_u__,_p_._p_o_rt_(,__fr_o_m_a_,__p_ri_o_r_o_rd_e__,r)'--------------~
i=inancial Declaration

Approved Board of District Court Judges October 14, 2011
Revised October 19, 2012
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My Gross Monthly

I

____.,____ _

-------;1--_

.

Income

I1-$-,
1

Source of Income
Civil Litigation __ _

p-__?-_y___!TI__ent~ from

Victim Restitution

I$

1

I$

/ Public Assistance (Including FE_p, welfare, etc.)

--~~~J

Support from household members
I/_l_.
$-------+-S_u.._p..__po_rt_fr_o_m_n_o_n___
h_o_us_e_h_o_ld_m_e_m_b_e_r_s________ _

$1500.00

Other (Describe) alimony & child support
: Other (Describe)

$

I Total

i $1500.00

Gross Monthly Income

D I have no income because:

{4)
Monthly Tax Deductions. (These are deductions required by law and which you do not
make voluntarily. There may be other funds withheld from your paycheck that you will report in Paragraph
(11 ), Monthly Expenses. Attach evidence of claims, such as most recent pay stubs, federal and state tax
returns for past 2 years, W-2 forms, or a work history report from the Department of Workforce Services.)

r··· -My Monthly Tax
I

Deductions

Type of Tax Deduction

l $137.so

Federal Income Tax

$68.75

State Income Tax

$

Municipal Income Tax

$

FICA

I $206.25
{5)
$

---·
..

-~-----~

------ -·---~--

I Medicare

!$
I

I

--

- .

---

-

: Total Monthly Tax Deductions

Net Monthly Income.
1293.75

Financial Declaration

Gross Monthly Income from (3)
Approved Board of District Courl Judges October 14. 2011
Revised October 19. 2012
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-$
$

Monthly Tax Deductions from (4)

=

1293.75

Net Income

(6)
Real Property. (Attach evidence of items listed, such as mortgage statements, loan
documents, most recent appraisal, basis of valuation, etc.)
(A) 3703 Mountain Oaks Drive, Cottonwood Heights, Utah

Home Address

--'---------------·---------

D Petitioner □ Respondent
Date Acquired

_D_Qt~er BOTH

$350,000

$ 474,000.00

In Whose Name?

Original Cost

Current Value

$125,000
( estimated)

$1298.17

Unl<nown by Respondent
First Mortgage or Lien Holder (Name & Address)

Amount Owed

Monthly Payments

$
Second Mortgage or Lien Holder (Name & Address)

$
Amount Owed

Monthly Payments

(B)
Other Real Property Address

D
D
Date Acquired

Petitioner □ Respondent
Other

In Whose Name?

$

$

Original Cost

Current Value

$

$
Amount Owed

First Mortgage or Lien Holder (Name & Address)

Monthly Payments

$

$
Seconcl Mortgage or Lien Holder (Name & Address)

(7)

Personal Property.

~---·---

Monthly Payments

Amount Owed

(Attach evidence of items listed, such as receipts, loan documents, basis

of current value. etc.)

Property

(S uch as
vehicies, b oats,
trailers, m ajor
equipment, et~J.

Vehicle

I 2014 Honda CRV
I
I

Fi11ar1cial Declaration

In Whose
Name?

(Name & Address)

(Yea r. Make.

Model)

~

I
Lien Holder

I

i Security Service

!FCU
____ L____

:j

Current
Value
-- - -

Amount .I Monthly
Owed i Payments

□ Pc·
e 1tIoner

D

Res p ondent

l

I
I

·$

I

i

I 25,000.00 i $13,878 I $
Approved Board of District Coun Judges October 14. 2011
Revised October 19, 2012
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I
276.42
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--

Property (Such as
vehicles, boats,
trailers, major
equipment, etc.}

(Name & Address)

Vehicle (Year, Make,
· Model)
1999 Jeep Wrangler

I

In Whose
Name?

Lien Holder

I

!

I

Current
Value

Amount
Owed

Monthly
Payments

i

None

I [g] Petitioner
D Respondent

i
$9550

i

I

i

I

I

0

0

Other (Describe)
2002 Subaru Forester

None

~ Petitioner

1

I
Other (Describe)
Contents of Home

D Respondent
$4979

l

;

$

i$

I

D Petitioner
D Respondent

None

I

!

(Both)
-- -- .. --~

Other (Describe)

I $17,517.so
I

~·--------

O Petitioner
l O Respondent I
I
/$
r

r

(8)

$

I$

I

I

I
!

/$

$

Business interests. (Attach evidence of items listed.)
~----··-i

Address & Phone

Business Name

l

Nature of
Business

i Percent Owned
I
By
I

I

I 100% Petitioner

!

Rule Analytical
Consulting

Current Value

I

ISLC, UT

1

. Consulting

I

_%Respondent
(marital property
interest claim)

~
I

: $5,700

I
- % Petitioner
_%Respondent

l___

{9)

---···

$

Financial Assets. (Attach evidence of items listed, including last 3 months of bank

statements, contracts, etc.)

Financial Declaration

lI
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Asset

1

Names on
Account _

Current
f
Balance
1 $20.230
: (remaining
I
amount from
I
/ D Petitioner
(gJ Respondent 1 advanced
D Other
; funds
authorized by
,
i Commissioner
!
~LQ9_se____,y~)__

Name of Institution
(Name & Address)

Bank or Credit Union Account

I

1

Zions Bank
Account number: 1176

J

~,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f - ----------,/:-i[g]n~Pe-:t~it:=:io~n~er~

/ Bank or Credit Union Account

,1
\ Zions Bank

Account number: 3519

□

Account Number:

Rule Analytical
Consulting

I

; Bank or Credit Union Account
!

Account Number: 1283

1

: ~ Other
Both

---------i--1-----------::ii

j-c!a;:-e)
$5.805
! (unknown
I date).

I Vanguard

Retirement Account (Roth IRA)
Account number: 5300

---·rI

; Retirement Account (IRA)

i Account number: 0132

i

'

-

-

-

-

-

-

----

(as
. : of 9-30-13)
-·- . $44,308.10

[gJ Respondent

D Other

---··-····--·

(premarital
interest claim
of
j approximately
; $15.000)

[gj Petitioner

j

_j
F 1nanc:ai Declaration

9j30/13)

Petitioner

-

' Account number: ARUP

1

--·j1

I D Respondent
; $301.483
/ D Other

D Petitioner

- Retirement Account

.'
,
--·-·1

. $15,321 (as
_ j_ of

i~
Vanguard

Vanguard

-

I D Other
1

r~eliremen~-~:co~nt (Roth IRA)

I Account number: 4737
i Plan Name Windsor
'

--1

i $ 59 ,3 91 -11
: ( as of 3-31I 14 )___

~~X~~e-:e~~i~~i~--=-=r~:l~-~-t ;,,---

ii

!

D Petitioner
D Respondent

!

Vanguard Brokerage
Account

I

4'

'

1

Wells Fargo

1

: (unknown
!

Bank or Credit Union Account
!

Respondent

□ Other

:
i

ARUP

D Respondent
D Other

Approved Boa re of D1stric: Court Jucges October 14. 20 1 'i
Revised October 19. 20~2
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I $34,024
/ (value date
____ j
1 unknown)

Page 7 of

~2

1
I

Names on
Account

Name of Institution
Asset

-

-

Profit Sharing Plan

i

Account number:

I

--··

(Name & Address)

D
D

ID
-

C urren
Balance

Petitioner
Respondent
Other

$

i

·-·

I

D Petitioner
D Respondent
D Other

Profit Sharing Plan
Account number:

$
j

D

I

Petitioner

Annuity

I D Respondent

Account number:

I

, D Other

..

I Annuity

I

J

I
/ D Petitioner
I D Respondent I
! D Other

I

Account number:

,$
---

I

I

I

l'

I

$

•• * .•

D Petitioner
0 Respondent

Mone y Owed to Parties

ID Other

I
1

$

D Petitioner

i D Respondent

Cash

/ D Other

$

O Petitioner
1 D Respondent
i D Other

Life Insurance
Account number: - - - - - - - -

I
i

Life Insurance
Account number:

i
j

--------

I

-7

$

Cash Value
$

I

I

$

D Petitioner
D Respondeni
D Other

I Other (Describe)

~

/ Face Value
D Petitioner
D Respondent
I Cas$h Value
D Other

r ----·

. _ _::::__j

!
I

I

$

__J

(10) Debts. (Do not include amount owed on property reported in Paragraphs (7) and (8). (Attach
evidence of items listed, such as credit card statemenis, loan documents, leases, bills, etc.)

---i

Purpose of Debt (Such-·)

Debt Owed To
(Name & Address of Creditor)
Financial Declaration

as credit card. cash loan,
i installment payment etc.)

In Whose
Amount
j
Monthly ]
_.ct_ _
N_a_m_e_?_.- ~ - O_w_e_d___! _P_ay_ments _,
1

Approved Board of District Court Judges October 1,:;, 2011
Revised October 19, 2012
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Face Value

j
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Purpose of Debt (Such I

1

1

I

as credit card, cash loan. . In Whose
Amount
/ Monthly
N_a_m_e_?_ _ _ _O_w_e_d ____ Paym_ents /
(Name & Address of Creditor) __ _ installment payment, etc.) j__

Debt Owed To

1

1
·1

;

Security Service FCU

1

Car loan
I
j

University of Utah

!

j

, $13,878.00

--

$7195.33

D Petitioner
D Respondent

Pe_nding dental surgery~_/ Repair and bridge

i 276.42

D Petitioner

I

Repair cataract

~

Petitioner
['.gJ Respondent

: [gJ Respondent

Hospital stay

Pending eye surgery

D

D
:D

Petitioner
Respondent

! D
;D

Petitioner
Respondent

! $3,000.00

l
$8,000.00

$

:$

- - - j--------+------+-------i
J

D

Petitioner

: n Respondent

L

t

I$

(11) Monthly Expenses. (Include amounts other than taxes withheld from your payd1eck. For
expenses that change from month to month. calculate thE: annua! total anr. divide by 12 months to list a
monthly average. Include amounts you pay for yourself and any chiidren or other dependents in your
household.)
··-·-

.~

My Monthly
Expenses
$1298.17
$
$
$200.00
$400.00
-----

----

__
_

I
1

J

L$75.00
I ---------- -

l $2_76.42

T---YP§:__ of Expense- - - - - - ---Rent or mortgage- current rent$950
_Real property taxes
; Real property insurance
property maintenance- $50 current. Additional expense
cipates home ownershi~_
od and household supplie s~-~1:!.r.rent expense
.
.
I Clothing - current expense rs $0 due to unemployment and current
; inability to contribute to expense. Additional amount is consistent I
with lifestyle established dur!~g the mar_ric1_ge
,, _ _ _ I
I

di'

--·-

l $15.00

•••r-

_____

: Laundry and dry cleaning
----·----~ ~ - --·----·•- __
; Automobile loan- current expense and consistent with lifestyle
________ ---~_established_during marriage __ _
-------------------•--___
- ~-Approved Board of District Court ,Judges October 14. 2011
Revised October rn. 2012
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I

I

~

My Monthly
~

Expense_~ _ .

l

I

Type of Expense
Automobile insurance- current expense and consistent with lifestyle
established during marriage
Automobile gasoline- $100 estimated based on expe_ cted e_ xpense
when employment resumes
·1· Automo-bile mairi_t~Q_9nce- current expense
--------~-- - - ·-

1

. $128.32
,I

! $200 .00 ___

[-$5Q.OO
/$
[ $80.00

_
_ Public _!r_a__n_s---'p_o_rt_a_ti_o_n______________________,
______ ! Electricity- current expense
Gas- current gas bill $50/month. Estimated additional expense of
$125 for home ownership and consistent with lifestyle established
$175.00
____ .. ____
--------------··-----~
during marriage
Water, sewer and garbage- estimated expense based on expected
horn~ ownership to be consistent with lifestyle established during
I $65.00
_marriage
i Telephone- current expense
: $80.00
$75.00
I Paid television (Cable, &rteiiite, Etc.)- current expense
[

1

r-;~-----------1,

~~~~~=~ments

-:: ··· ··· ·· ·· · ·----- --·-- -------

__
$ _-_-_-__-__ ~:-~-~---____,Alimony (from prior m§!~~~ag~)____

------------1

Child support (from prior orderl_ __ _
Child care
~
Education
I
: Education (self)- estimated cost based on estimated cost of
O_:_Q_Q__________ _j vocational retraining ___________ ___ _
00 ___ , Extra-curricular activities (child & self)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,
Health care insurance premiums- current premium $53.84 due to
, Affordable Care Act. Additiona_ I expense estimated for comparable
i
$250.00
I insurance cost when Respondent retums to employment
I:·-$200.00 _ _ _ !__ Health care expeQ_~~: current- expenses
·----]
1

1

·-----~l

.

1

Other insurance (Describe)
! Credit cards
________ . __ _ ______ j
I Union or other dues
~ - - - ____
['
401 K or other retirement or pension fund contribution - based on ---: regular contributions to retirement throughout marriage to reflect
standard of living established during marriage

---T

1

1

! $596.00

I$

!

-=r~~;~~~~:~~~f-oen~~ii~~t;~~ cost b:aseaon sta~n,c_d_a_r_d of living ···----~

1

: $120.00

, e_stablisheq during ~~~!j_~~----.

-~---- -~----•· ______________

- - - - - - - --------•&·--••-•----·--------Financial Declaration
Approved Board of Distnct Court Jud9es October 14, 2011
Rcwised October rn, 2012

Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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~

My Monthly
r -_ _
E_xp~e_n_s_e_s_ _+------------T~YP,__~ofExpense
Donations- estimated cost based on standard of living established
$50.00
during marriage
$80.00
I Gifts- estimated cost based on standard of living during marriage
t-$_3_0_0_.0_0_ _ _ _+:_O_t_h~r- Vacations/Travel. Estimated expense based on lifestyle
, $5813.91
I Total
(12)

Estimated Amounts. I have estimated all or some of the amounts entered in the
Paragraphs above.

Paragraph

J__ Amount estimated

Item estimated

I
I

See above comments

I

I

I

I

I

.I

i

i

---·

I

I

i

l

I

!

!
- . • .,.

I

-

I

I

I

I

\

i

~.~➔

I

i

;

!

Basis for estimation

I

II
!

I

I

I

!

________L_________~ - - - - - J - - - - - - - - - (13}

Unavailable Documents. I have not attached all or some of the documents
required by Utah Rule of Civil Procedure 26.1 to support this Financial
Declaration. They are not available to me.

The following documents
are not available to me

because

t--V_a_n--'g=-u_a_r_d_s_t_at__e_m_e_n_ts_ _ _j Petitioner has not provided updated documents
' Mortgage informatic~rn - - - - - i - -Petitio~~_r__b_§l_~_!]_Ot
provided __~pdated documents
---J

1

f-.W_e_ll_s_F_a_r-=g_o_______~!-P_e_t_it_io_n_e_r_h_a_snot __ provid ed updated documents
).__Z_i_o_n_s_B_a_n_k_____
---------•--•-··

Financial Declaration

..

~_ _:_P_e_t_it_io_n_e_r_h_a_s_n~o(_P!.QVid e_Q_ updated qQ(?l}_m_e_n_t_s_ _ _ _~
· ---· ·--Ap-proved Board of District Court Judges October 14, 2011
Revised October :9, 2012

Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
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The following documents
are not available to me

because

I declare under criminal penalty of Utah Code Section 78B-5-705 that:
• the information in this Financial Declaration about myself is true and correct;
• any information about the other party is true and correct or is an estimate to the
best of my information and belief;
• I have disclosed everything that is relevant to my financial status; and
• I understand that if I fail to fully disclose all assets and income in the Financial
Declaration and attachments I may be subjected to sanctions under Utah Rule of
Civil Procedure 37 including an award of non-disclosed assets to the other party,
attorney's fees or other sanctions deemed appropriate by the court.

5/2/14
Date

Sign here ►

Typed or Printed Name

Richelle M. Rule

42c✓cet!6 J1(

f!!;-

(iJ

~

i.J

Financial Declaration

Approved Board of District Court Judges October 14. 2011
Revised October 19, 2012

Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
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MEMBERSH IP Cf-1 .ll.l\l GES EVERYTHING
Cal/Plus Automuted Phone Banking:
210-3 S7-9000 or 1-800 -52-SSFCU (77328)

(J

16211 La Cantera Darlcway, San An: onio, TX 78256

ssfcu.org

ST/\TEl,IENT PERIOD
12 /23 /1 3 to 03 /22/ 14

5872096000
Pane

100.11793

[ :::]'.}

Q

RICHELLE RULE
77 42 S MOUNTAl1'1 ESTATES DR
SALT LAl<i: CITY UT 84 121-5-<:24

I' 11 /1111 I, I/ Irr IJ, /1ll I I 11/1 I 1/1• , I rl , II 1rl l 11/ rl l II,I I/' 1f I•111

YOUR DE!JIT I.\ASTERCARD \'/I LL HAVE ADDITIONAL IJENEFITS EFFECTIVE W\Y 2S, 20 l•l.
THE Nc:'11 BENEFHS \'/IL_ INCLUDE ~XTENDED WARRANTY , PRICE PROECTION , ANO
SATISFACTIOI< GUARANTEE . VI SIT SS"CU . OAG/GTB FOR A FULL DESCR I PTION OF THE
/.JE'il BENEFITS ANO HO'.'/ TO USE THEM. TO REQUEST A PR INT ED GUIDE TO BEN~F: TS,
CA_L 1 - 800 - MC-ASS IST .

•
SAVINGS ACCOUNT

5072096000
5 . 00

PREVIOUS OALANCE
0 DEBITS
0 CREDITS
l!EW BA.1\NCE

0 . 00
0 . 00

0 . 00
0 . 00

5. 00

CURRENT P~R! OO OD

TOTAL 01/:::flDBAFT FE:: S
CURRENT PERIOD NSF
YTD OD

.00

. 00

YTD NS,

. 00

. 00

5872096020

AUTOMOBILE LOAI!

PREVIOUS BALANCE
YTO fl NANCE CHG PAID
l<EXT REGUL!\f1 PAY!~ENT
DUE DATE
DALY PERIODIC RATE

•

0 . 00

SERVICE Cl IAAGES
CURRENT DIVIDEND
YTD DIVIDEND

DATE

~/.'Ol!i!T

12 /3C
12/3C

233 .<l4

t.2.98

02/03

54 . 81

02/03
03/07

221. 61
'19 .35

03/07

227 .07

14 ,561 . 0 5

104 . "16
27 5 . 42
Ot, /01/ 14

NEVI BALANCE
AMOUNT PAST DUE
DUE AS OF 04/01/14
ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RAT[

13,878 . 93
. 00
276 .'1 2
3 . !J9 ",

. 0001093

TRANSACT I ON SUMMARY
O::SCR I PTI ON
FINArlCE CHARGE PAY/.IENT
PRINCIPAL PAYUENT
FINANCE CHARGE PAYMENT
PR INCI PAL PAYMENT
F INANCE CHARGE PAY~ ENT
PRINCIPAL PAYMENT

•
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OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

,,,·~
f•~aij=·
"'~t\.
1-.~
·....
- "·
· ~::.

~~-~

~-

{i

-~~}•

~~,··

~

Al1orney General's Office
University ol Utah Healt/1 Gare Collectmns
PO Box 413064
Sall Lake Cily, Utah 8,1141 · 3064

STATE OF UTAH
11/14/2013

(l t

1,171 I AT 0.38J 086600?.1.ps 88079079•:

I• 1

I !;467

II 11l11plf 11, Ill ,Ill'' hI' II• •I l,Jllu •jl II'• If JI' 'I' I•JI 11 l,J l1
RICHELLE RULE
3703 E MOUNT.A.IN OAKS DR
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84·121-5908

Account 41: 6433713
Account Balance: $7.195.33
Patient Name: Richelle Rule

Dear Richelle Rule:

We are sending this letter as a FINAL NOTICE for your account. You must pay off the balance immediately. Please
see the reverse side of this letter for additional details regarding the dates of service.

II this balance is not paid within 1O days of the date of this letter, this account may be assigned to an outside
collection agency tor further action oi a Summons and Complaint may be filed at court. Your balance will also be
increased by subsequent expenses to collect the debt, any court costs andior attorney fees if this legal action is
taken.
Make your check or money order payable to the Attorney General's Office (write your account number on your
payment). Please tear ofi the bottom of this letter and send to us with your payment in the enclosed envelope.
Please contact us at {801) 587-6304 for questions or assistance.
Sincerely,

~ ·
/~eremy Shaw
Assistant Attorney Generai

~
Please Detach
RICHELLE RULE
3703 E MOUNTAIN OAKS DR
SALT LAKE CITY UT 8<1121-5908

The balance shown is now due.

AMOUNT ENCLOSED "
r

D Address Ct1ange
•I" 1111, 1"II •111

1

I I LL) I .u

!f paying by check or money order, please write your account number on your check.

Payment Information
U ,.>a•11ora i>•, crcmt c:uct.
P~O~O llfOVldO Sho lol10w1f'l~i

11 li•1 1Prlll •11! 1•.," •11 11I' 111 1I11 .i I11111 1

NI\Mf Oil C.:/\11(}

11.TfORNEY GENERAL'S o:=:FICE
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH HEALTH CAR:: COLLECTIONS
PO Box 413064
SALT LAKE CITY. U1 8d 141-3064

00000006433713
□ 0000000719533 01 413064 3
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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j

Geoffrey S. Rule v. Richelle Rule
Case No. 134901588

m PETITIONER'S

f{i

~
,o
!~
~

~).(HIBIT'
~

7

(!)

l~

Geoffrey Rule - Income and Expenses
Income:

Ct

I

A.

2012 W-2

$6i796

B.

2013 W-2

70~430

C.

Paystub $ 5,869.00

Monthly Gross
Federal Income Tax
State Income Tax
Medicare
*Medical & Dental Insurance

Monthly Ne1

- 431.66
- 258.28
- 91.75
- 148.4]
( 930.10)

$4~939.00

* 2 persons covered

D.

Budget - Expenses
Child Support

(,((q_Lfv

$5~ 100.00
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4'c:i s- .2 .\JD

Copy 2 To Be Filed With Em~loyee's
State, City, or Local Income ax Return
a Employee's SSN

Copy 8 To Be Filed With Emploriee's FEDERAL Tax Return
This information is being furnis 1ed to the IRS

1 Wages. tips, other compensation

2 Federal income tax withheld

a Employee's SSI'\

4299.43

077-62-9640

63663.08

077-62-9640

2 Federal Incomo tax withheld

1 Wages. tips. other compensation

4299.43

63663.08

d Control number

3 Social secunty wages

4 Social security tax w1ltineld

cJ Conlro, number

3 Social security wages

4 Social security tax wilhneld

, Employer 10 number

5 Medicare wages and tips

6 Medicare tax wrthheld

b Employer ID number

5 Medicare wages and lips

G Medicare tax withheld

87-0403206

87-0403206

1021.24

70430.40

c Employer's name, address, and ZIP code

Employers name. address. and ZIP cede

C

ARUP
500 CHIPETA WAY
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84108-1221

ARUP
500 CHlPETA WAY
SALT l.Al<E CITY UT 84108-1221

GEOFFREY S RULE
3703 MOUNTAIN OAKS DRIVE
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84121

GEOFFREY S RULE
3703 MOUNTAIN OAKS DR/VE:.
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84121

7 Social security tips

e

10 Dependent care benefits

11 Nonqualiliecl plan~

E

12b

DD

Allccated tips

9

13 Stal. Emp

6767.32
14275.20

Rel.plan

X

8 Allocated llp5

10 Dependent care beneht:;

11 Nonqualihed plans

12c:

E

12b

DD

3178.24

12c

SEC125

,2d

tl

7 Social sccunty tips

3rd-party sick pay

14 Other

12c

13 Stal Emp.

6767.32
14275.20

3rd-party sick pay

Re>(an

1.: Other

SEC125

317B.24

..... .. _6_3~_6;3:q8,

. . . . . ' . .. . ~9~~-~g

12:J

...LP~_,_ 1?2.4_5~9?994\f\'.~rj

16 ~,,.,,, w;in<>< !IDS el,

Form W-2 Wage & Tax S1a1emen12013

or Local Income

a Emptovee·s SSN

.

.

.

.

'.'

..........

17

20 Localrty name

.

'.

.

.

. . ..

2 Federal income tax wilhneld

d Control number

3 Social security wages

b Employer ID numbei

5 Medicare wages and trps

87-0403206

4299.43
Social sEJcumy lax wilhlleld

4

6 Medicare tax withheld

70430.40

c Employer's name, address. and ZIP code

. . . . ' ..

. . . . . . . . . . . . . ...
0MB No. 15115-0006

Copy C For EMPLOYEE'S RECORDS This mlormalI0111s hemg lurnrshed to lhe lnleinal Revenue
1
0
1
(See Notice to Employee on the back ~!;:i'1~t~ 61~1~;~~~~i~~1~t~
~~~;,.iuni1qg~ence
a Emplovee·s SSN

i;,;:,~::i

mcome Is laKable and you lad lo repon Ir

1

Wages, tips, olner compensation

077-6.?-9640
d Control number
l)

1021.24

I

.

Dep:. ol the Treasury-IRS

1of f'nnv 8. \

63663.08

c::,,,,,, income lax

11> 5,,.,c w:,noc un~ At~.
1ti Loca1 rncomc tax

Form W-2 Wage & Tax Statement 2013

!

ax Return

1 Wages, lips, other compensation

077-62-9640
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12a
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4 Scc1al security

5 Medicare wages and tips

6 Medicare tax withhold

87-0403206
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t-'l Other
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i2;;

E

i2b

DD

1:l Sta:. Emp.

6767.32

Rel.plan

::1ro-oa11y sick pay

X
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1,: Otner

3178.24
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12c
12t1
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Geoffrey S Rule - 022166 - ARUP Laboratories

W~2
Form W-2 Wage & Tax Statement 2012
Copy B - To Be Filed With Employee's FEDERAL Tax Return.
This information 1s being furnished to the Internal Revenue Service.
0MB Ne. !545-0008

Department of the Treasury - Internal Revenue Service

a Employee's social security number

f

; 1 Wages, tips, olt1e~ cornpensation

62795.76

077-62-9640
c Employer's name, address, and ZIP code

3 Social securitv wages

USA

69409.:::~

---•·----- ..

8 Allocated tips

0.00
,-.--.,-

10 Dependent care benefits

9

87-0403206

0.00

e Employee's name, address, and ZIP code

Geoffrey s Rule
3703 Mountain Oaks Dr.ive

Salt LiJke :::::i ty,

UT 8½1~]

11 Nonqualif1ed plans

15 Stale !Employer's stale ID No

l2245802004W7E

116 Staie wages, lips, etc
62795.76

13 Statutory
employee

0.00

·---· .. ···· ··--··--

12 See instru~lions for oox 1.2
Df:
E

U~

6 Medicare tax Withheld

1006.43

7 Social securitv tips

0.00
b Employer identification number (EIN)

(220.42
0.00

5 Medicare wages and tips

500 Chiper.a Way
Salt. i.ake Ci-:y, UT 84108-1221

2 Federal income tax witnheld

4 Socia! security tax withheld

0.00

ARUP

I

17 State income IF.::

- ,; : ~,:... 2 (;
(,C.:J.1;;
/ 1/l Local wa§es. lips, etc

D

Retirement Third-party
plan
sick pay

El

C

14 Other
SEC:!2::•

119 Local income lax

2CE. 3t,

120 Lo::alily name

26:.~ .38
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Pay Statement
This is a statement of earnings and deductions. Thts pay statement 1s non-negotiable.

ARJjP~,BCl"AIORl!C
J

Pay Statement
Period Start Date ·12/21/2013
Period End Date 01/03/2014
Pay Date
01/10/2014
538814
Document
$2 159 5£1
Net Pay

500 Ct11pe1a War

• SaH Lake City. UT 841DS-i221

:: Pav. Details
! Geoffrey S Rule
: 3703 fvlountarn Oaks Drive

t Pay
Satar~'
]Group
xx,:-xx-9640 Location Research Par,,

iEmployee
iNumber

O~'.'!'J 66

!

/ssN

Salt Lake Ciiy. UT 84121
USA

!OPS

Pay Rate

R&D
Sc1eni1st !
S35 58

Pay Frequenq•

Brweekiy

!Section RAD-

Job

RADResearch &
Deve1opment

!Dept

!Pay Type

UT State

M5

Income Tax (Work)

RD - Research
& Developrnen:
258 · R&D
Cnem1stry
Grou~,

I

!Regular

MS
M5

Research &
Development

iDiv

! Earnings

Federal Income Tax
UT State Income Tax
{Residence)

: Deductions
Hours

Pay Rate

Current

80.000G

S3~, 5831

S2,846 65

i

YTD'

I

l
80.000C

ITotal Hours

Employee

$'.2, 84665 / Deduction

i

Pre-Tax

Current

YTD

i403b

Yes

$26, 8~)

$261.89

Si:.50

iDental

Yes

$11.50

l Emplo~•ee Assrst

Ne

so 00

$0 QC,

i Medical 500

Ye$

$90.0C

$90.0C

iVol Acc1deni Em

No

SO.OG

so 00

: Taxes
:1axe!€
: :=:mrloyeE: r-liedrcare

Current

$3f: SC

ir-odern1 ln:::omc Ta;:

$17t.

mi

S171t 5~:

!U'T SiatE: !n:::ome Tax

S108.9c

S108.9b

i Net Pay Distribution
Balance

i No records found

!

YTD

S3S: 80

I

I

i Paid Time Off
l
!Plan

Current

r------·--••··--•-•-····

Account Type

1Account Number
J

i

AmountJ
I

s:, 159,59'

Cne.cking

xxxx>:206 7

iTotal

➔·-·•···-•---··-·-···-1-._·_·

_________

S:?, 159 59
c _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

i

I Pay Summary
G,-oss

FIT Taxable Wages

Taxes

Deductions

Net Pav

!

!Current

S.2.846.65

IYTD

s-.:.846.65

S3G3.38

S2,4S3 26

Originally printed in English

Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law=ESS
School, BYU.
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Print Pre\.1ew

Current Pay Statement
This is a statement of earnings and deductions. This pay statement is non-negotiable.

Pay Statement
Period Start Date03/02/2013
Period End Date 03/15/2013
Pay Date
03/22/2013
Document
4 72834
Net Pay
$1,965.71

; 500 Chipeta Way

li Salt Lake

City, UT 84108-1221

: Pay Details
:-G~-~ff;;\~-R~i~-----~IE_m_p_lo_y_e_e
___
0_2_2166
; 3703 Mountain Oaks Drive!Number
: Sa It Lake City, UT 84121 ;SSN
· USA
pob

4j

!

·

!Pay ·

xxx-xx9640
R&D
Scientist I

!Pay Rate
$34.10
iPay FrequencyBiweekly

l1

l
;
i

- - - , - - ..··---··-·-·--·-·-··-·

; Earnings

(ij

j

i
........ ..... --,- --... --~ ...-•·-•-----·•··--·•---•·,- , , ,., . __ , ...,.,._,,•...

Hours Pay Rate

f Regular

0.0000
80.0000

!Federal Income Tax

G

!

Current

i

l Bonus

·

-------·-·-·······-·-·-·-·•·····-·---· .. l, ......._.. ---··. _ro_up_
Deductions
~

iPay Type

Salary

$0.0000

$0.00

$0.0000 $2,728.25

vrol

~~-

~

1
MS_!

I

..."•~·- ~•---·•···

Employee

$204.00 /Deduction

Pre-Tax

$16,369.50 : 403 b

80.0000

MS!

. --••·-••·-••-"•••·••--·•-·····--· ···---·-·1

Yes

i

;Total Hours

MS!

·

1Group
!UT State Income Tax
!LocationResea rch Pa rki(Residence)
;ops
RAD !UT State Income Tax (Work)
Research &
Development !
!Section RAD '
i
Research &
,
Development '.
!Div
RD - Research!
&
Development ,
259 - R&D
/Dept
!
Chemistry

!Basic Term Life

No

!Dental
I

Yes

Current

YlD

$251.00

$1,524.77

$0.00

$0.00

$11.50

$69.00

j Employee Assist

No

$0.00

$0.00

jFSA

Yes

$38.47

$230.82

lHumana Vision

Yes

$4.26

$25.56

. Med 500 Plan

Yes

$75.00

$450.00

!Short Term Disa

No

$15.55

$93.30

:vol Ace Child

No

$0.05

iVol Accident Em

No

$0.00

!Vol Accident Sp

No

$0.05

jvol Dep Life

No
No
No
No

$0.35

$0.30
$0.00
$0.30
$2.10
$4.08
$315.00
$105.00

I

i

:Vol Life Child
/Vo I Life Em p
jVol Life Spouse

i Taxes
•~v • • - • - , -

_._ _ _ _ - - , _ - • • •

,.,-,T•-••, .. •••• ,,-,• .... ,.

>

...

-•-->

1

Taxes

lEm ployee Medicare .
i Fede ra I
!

I n com e Tax

lUT State Income Tax

$0.68
$52.50
$17 .50

••-•#••••••-• .,,._,,,.._,,,,.,..,.,c,N,..-•;-•••>

-,·,-~·

Current

YTD

$37.68

$229.07

$157.49

$944.94

$100.46

$602. 76

. Paid Time Off
;Account Number

Account Type

!xxxxx2067

Checking

tTotal

l

: Pay Summary

Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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Amountj

$1,965.71;
$1,965.71.

!

if

3/25/13

Current

YTD

Print Pre'view

Gross
$2,728.25
$16,573 .so

FITTaxable Wages

Taxes

Deductions

Net Pay

$2,348.02
$14,273.35

$295.63
$1,776.77

$466.91
$2,820.23

$1,965.71
$11,976.50
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(11) Monthly Expenses. (Include amounts other than taxes withheld from your paycheck. Attac-h
evidence of items listed, such as pay stubs, leases, bills. receipts, etc. For expenses that change from
month to month. calculate the annual total and divide by 12 months to list a monthly amount. Include
amounts you pay for yourself and any children or othe:- dependents in your household.)
[fVly Monthly.

.

I

j___ __

:$

i$
$

/;
$
1$

I$
$

f

200.00

4~~:~~ I ~~:i~i~~d hous-~-o~-supplies

--------------------------

Automobile maintenance
/ Public transportation____

50.00
.. _

I Electricity

/$

80. 00
175.00

/:

~~:~~

! ~~!~h~~;er and g~~

• S:,

76. 70

I ~~~~~::evision (CaQle,Satellite_. E:c )- __

1

I

1 - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

i$
'. $

$$

1-

250.00

_$$ _ _ _ __

I_ _ _ _8_3_.0_0

/$
i $

14 e.C:t9
208.00

$

Gas
___

---------------1

Garnishments
_ __
i Alimony (from 2rior __marriage)
i Child support (from prior order)
j Child care
- .... _ _____ _
· - - - - · · -------------Education (cl1il~[~n)__:- UESP
Education (self)
___
___
! Extra-curricular activities (childret~)
i _ljealth care in_~L:l~ance premiums
-~-- --• ------~--------!
i Health care_expenses
_____ _
------•· - - - - - - - - ii
i Other insurance (Desc;ribe'l
;

reredit~a-rds-- ----

, $ ___

/f"

!

/ Laundry and dry cleaning
-~---------······
, Automobile }oan (estimated new ~ar)·--------~---- ____ _J
Automobile insurance
_ j
1
Automobile ga?_ol-in_e_____

15.00
400.00
140.00
210.00

:$

I$
I$

-•-------

Type_of Expense
!
~t_or_mortgage_____
··- ______________ !
I Real property_ ta~~s____
__ _ 1
1
/ Real property insuranS:~---.!
! Real prope.!!Y_ maintenance (~prink_le_rs_.......,_p_a_in_t_in_g~)_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Expenses
~ _ _1,298.17

i

----·

596.0o

I

~;;~n o~ro~~he~:ir~~:~:m-_e_n_t_o_r-pension fund contribution . - ----·-··---· ------· . -•------- ···-·
-----··
i $
___
I Savings plan contribution
, -. -----------•7--------•----•----~---·------ ... !..~----~1-~Q:0q
Entertainme~L . ___

i--------· -------

Financial Deciarm1on

/1.pproved Board of D1stnc: Co:.1n Judges Oc:0l)er 14. 201 i
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter
Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
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My Monthly
!
,___E___,xp_e_n_s_e_s___l _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Iy~pe_o_f_E_xp~e
__n_s_e___________

1_$:____;_~_:~-~---4--1-g-~_~s_ations
1

I$
(12)

300.00
5,100.00

_______ . _-_-_-___-___

1 Other (Describe) travel to gp's

1i,

~ ·----··-- ---·-·----_·--_-__

NY

I
-I
.

i Total

Estimated Amounts. I have estimated all or some of the amounts entered in the
Paragraphs above.

rParagraph !

Amount estimated

Item estimated

Basis for estimation

!

I
··---1·-·

(13)

Unavailable Documents. I have not attached all or some of the documents
required by Utah Rule of Civil Procedure 26.1 to support this Financial
Declaration. They are not available to me.

The following documents
are not available to me

because

I
L·------------~~---~

Financial Decimat,on

Approved Board

01
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The Order of Court is stntcct below:
Dated: November 05. '.Wl'1
Isl SU CHON
03: 19:.::1 I PM
D1stricrCourt Judge

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF VTAH

GEOFFREY S. RULE~

SUPPLEMENT AL

PetitioneL

FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

-vs-

RJCHELLE RULE,
Respondent.
Case No. 13-490] 588
Judge Su Chon
Commissioner T. Patrick Casey

The Court in the above-matter held a trial on May '27 and May 28, 2014. Petitioner was present in
person and represented by counsel Suzanne Ivlarelius. Respondent was present in persor! and
represented by counsel Ech;vard .I. Stone. The trial took place before the Honorable Su Chon
pr~sic.ling. The Court heard testimony. considered evidence and argument and being fully advised in
the premises and good cause appearing. does issue the following:

FINDINGS OF FACT
] . Bifurcated Decree. The Court previously entered a Bifurcated Decree of Divorce March J 9. 20 l 4
terminatinf,'. the marriage of the parties anci reserving disputed issues for trial.

CUSTODY AND PARENT TIME

0P

2. The parLie~ have one child together. namely a daughter. B.C.A.R. (DOB August 1997).

3. Based on testimony at trial. the Court finds that the daughter age I 7 has been given autonomy by
her parents 10 determine vvhcre she stays. Since the Petitioner has had his fiance move into his
~
November 05, 2014 03:19 PIVJ
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household. it appears that the daughter has chosen to stay with her motheL Respondent. all
overnights since January 2014. It is thus appropriate that Respondent be awarded primary physical
custody of the child.
4. During the pend ency of the matter, Petitioner has exercised temporary custody of the child and
the parties have cooperated in her care and have not brought parenting disputes to the Court. Given
the child's age and maturity. it is appropriate that Petitioner have liberal parent time as the parties
agree in advance and in the event of dispute. no less than the Utah statutory parent time set forth m
U.C.A. §30-3-35.

5. The Court finds the parties are able to cooperate and to be awarded joint legal custody. As and for
a Parenting Plan herein. the parties will abide by the Utah Advisory Guidelines sei forth at U.C.A.
§30-3-33 consisting of the follo,;ving requirements:
(I) Parent-time schedules mutually agreed upon by both parents are preferable to a court-imposed
solution.
(2) Thr parent-time schedule shall be utilized to maximize the continuity and stability of the

childrs life.
(3) Special consideration shall be given by each parent to make the child available to ancncl
family functions including funerals. weddings, family reunions: religious holidays, important
ceremonies, and other significant events in the life of the child or in the life of either parent ,.vbich
may inadvertentiy conflict with the parent-time scheduic.

(4) The responsibility for the pick up, delivery. and return of the child shall be determined
by the court vvhen the parent-time order is entered, and may be changed at any time a subsequent

modification is made lo the parent-time order.
(5) ff the noncustodial parent will be providing transportation, the custodial parent shall
have the child ready for parent-time at the time the child is to be picked up and shall be present at
the custodial home or shall make reasonable alternate arrangements to receive the child at the time
the child is retLirned.
(6) If the custodial parent will be transpo1ting the child, the noncustodial parent shall be at

the appointed place at the time the noncustodial pa rem is to receive the child~ and have the child
ready to be picked up at the appointed time and place or hav<: ma<le reasonable alternate
arrangements for the custodial parent to pick up the chiid.
0

November 05, 2014 03:19 PM Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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(7) Regular school hours may not be interrupted for n school-age child for the exercise of

pareni-time hy either parent.
(8) The coun may make alteration:- in the parent-time schedule to reasonably accommodate
the work schedule of both parents and may increase the parent-time allowed to the noncustodial
parent but may nol diminish the standardized parcm-time provided in Sections 3( 1--.?.-J:. and 30-J-

(9) The court may make alterations in the parent-time schedule to reasonably accommodate
the distance between the panic~ and the expense of exercising parent-time.

( l 0) Neither parent-time nor child support is to be withheid due to either parent's failure to
compiy ·with a com1-ordcred parenHime schedule.

( I I) The custodial parem shall notify the noncustodial parent within 24 hours ofreceiving
notice of all significant school. sociaL sports. and community functions in which the child is
panicipating or being honored. and the noncustodial parent shall be entitled to attend and paiticipate
fully.

( l 2) The noncustodial parent shall have access directly to all school reports including
preschool and daycare reports and medical records and shall be notified immediately by the
custodial parent in the event of a medical emergency.
( 13) Each parent shali provide the other \Vith the parent's current address and telephone
number. email address. and other vinual parem-time access information within 24 hours of any
change.
( 14) Each parent shal I permit and encourage. during reasonable hours. reasonable and
uncensored communicatiom with the child. in the form of mail privileges and virtual parent-time if
the equipment is reasonably available. provided that if th::: parties cannot agree on \.vhether the
equipment is reasonably available. the com1 shall decide \vhether the equipment for virtual parenttimt· is reasonably available. taking into consideration:
(a)

the best interests of the child:

(b)

each parent's ability to handle an:· additional expenses for virtual parent-time: and

( c) any other factors the court considers material.

( l 5) Paremal care shali be presumed to be better care for Lhe child than surrogate care and

0.P

the court shall encourage the parties to cooperate in allm,vin~ the noncustodial parent. if \.villing and
able to transpon the children, to provide the: child care. Child care arrangements existing during the
marriage are preferred as are child care arrangt>ments \vith nominal or no charge.
( 16} Each parent shall provide all surrogate care providers with the name'. current address.
and telephone number of the other parent and shall provide the noncustodial parent with the name,
current address. and telcphonl' number of all surrogate care providers unless the court for good
cause orders otherv,·ise.
Novembe·· 05. 2014 03:19 PIV1
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( 17) Each parent shall be entitled to an equal division of mqjor religious holidays celebrated
hy the parents. and the parent who celebrates a religious holiday that the other parent does not

celebrate shall have the right to be together with the child on the reiigious hoiiday.
( 18) If the child is on a different parent-time schedule than a sibling. hased on Sections 303-35 and 30-3-35.5, the parents should consider if an upward deviation for parent-time with all the

minor children so that parent-time is uniform between school aged and nonschool aged children, is
appropriate.
6. The Court specifically finds that Petitioner is entitled to access all school. medical and other
significant information pertaining to the child. The Respondent shall keep Petitioner informed of the
~

child·s health~ education and overall welfare status and provide him notice of significant events in
advance. The Court will not award either party final decision making authority and in the event
there is disagreement on a significant parenting matter. the parties shall attend mediation prior to
submitting the issue to the Court. Any mediation costs shall be shared equally.

7. The patties will communicate concerning their daughter in a civil and courteous manner and such
communication should be primarily by email.
S. The parties are mutually restrained from making any negative or disparaging comments abom the
other parent in the presence of the child.
CHILD SUPPORT
9. Child support shall be based on a sole custody worksheet and lhe current incomes of the parties

and a calculation pursuant to the Utah Child Support Guidelines. The Court find.s Petitioner~ s
income based on his most recent paystub al trial

tc_,

he $6. 167 gross monthly. The Coun finds

Respondent's income to be $1.257 gross monthly imputed income for purposes of calculating child
support. Pursuant to the sole custody worksheet calculation. Petitioner· s child support obligation is
$738 and Respondent's obligation is$ l 50.
J0. Child support is ordered herein effective June I, 2014 due and pa>'abk by Petitioner to

Respondent in the amount of $738. Child support shall be paid on behalf of the minor chi id until she
Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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has reached the age

or 18 or graduated from high school in the due course of attendance. whichever

is later.
Health Insurance
(J)

11. The Petitioner should maintain health insurance on behalf of the minor child so iong as that is
reasonably avaiiablt through hi~ employment. The pm1ies

\1' 1ill

implement the Utah Siatute set forth

at U.C.A. §78B-12-212 as to allocation of insurance premium and expenses.
12. Pursuant to Utah Statute. the parents wil I share equally in the child. s portion of health insurance
which is calculated as a per capita share of the premium actually paid. The premium expense for the
child .shall be calculated by dividing the premium amount by the number of persons covered under
Gjj

the policy and multipl>1ing the result by the number of children in the case.
l 3. Pursuant to Utah Stalllte. the parties will share equaliy in reasonable medical and dental

expenses incurred for the child.~ healthcare. A parent who incurs a medjcal expense shall provide
,vritten verification of the cos1 and payment expense to the other parent within 30 days of paymelll
and shall be reimbursed half the wral om-of-pock.e1 amount within 30 days of receipt of such
verification.
Respondent's income

14. The Court considered the testimony of the parties and vocational expert, Kristy Farnsvvorth,
Ph.D .. as to Respondent's income and ability to work.

l 5. The Court had the benefit of Respondent's Exhibit 4. the analysis of employability of Richelle
Rule prepared b>· Dr. Farn.sw·orth. That report set forth the Respondent's employment history and
abilities including her currelll licensurc as a property and casualty insurance agent. The evaluator
recommended that

10

maximize her earning capacity. Ms. Rule could obtain part-time employrnem

as an insurance policy proccssin~ clerk with an hourly \~-'age of nearly $12.00 per hour.

~

l 6. Dr. Farns\vorth testified
s job
claims
adjuster,
cus1onQ932
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service agent. teacher~s aide. among other employment. She also tesLifiecl to the medical history of
Respondent including her hospitalizations on numerous occasions fo?· mental health issues. most
recently, January 2013 at university Neuropsychiairic Instirnte. Considering this testimony. the
Court finds that Respondent suffers from a delusional disorder tha1 was manifested on the witness
stand as well as in some of the testimony that was provided. Further. that Respondenf s ability to
work is impacted by this disorder and her ability to understand. and to correctly interpret the import
of human interaction and to get the correct message from such interactions. is significantly
impaired.
17. The vocational expert testified that the disorder impacts the Respondenr s ability to work and
that retraining is necessary. The Court notes the recommendation of the evaluator and the agreement
by Respondent that she would like to enter the field of computers and that retraining would he
needed for tha1 area of employmem as she has been out of the computer field for l 6 years.
18. The vocational expert finds that it may be approximately two years as stated hy Respondent in
order for her to obtain sufficient training to transition from part lirnt' w full time crnplo~;ment.
19. Based on these findings. it is appropriate to impute w Respondent. minimum wage at the level
of$ I 257 gross monthly and $1.005 net monthly.
20. ll is appropriate that Respondent keep Petitioner informed as to her employment. educalion and

training status and she should provide timely notice of any changes in these areas. in the event of
future employment. she should provide verification of income upon hiring.
Rea) Propert~·

21. During the marriage. the parties acquired a home at 3703 Moumain Oaks. Salt Lake City~ Utah
84121.
22. The minor child is not staying in the marital residence and the cost to the home is significant. As
November 05. 2014 03:19 Plvi
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such. the Court finds it appropriate that the property be sold and listed fo:· sale within 30 da)'S of the
date of Ruling. In the event

or sale. Petitioner should select the realtor and be sure the Respondent is

provided access to that individual for questions regarding the sale.

23. The parties should cooperate to achieve an efficient and reasonable sale and should agree on

H

sale price. Both parties should consider and promptly respond to any offers.

24. Upon any sale. the net proceeds of sale after costs of sale should be divided equally bet'vveen the
parties.

25. Alternatively. it was agreed between the parties and endorsed and approved by the Court. that
~

Petitioner may buy out Respondenf s interest in the marital residence. On this basis. the appraised
value of $474.000 should be used. The Com1 finds that the mortgage ha lance at the time of trial \Vas
$ l 19.024 resulting in _joint equity of $354. 976. for a buyout amount of$] 77.488 each.

26. ln the event of a buyout of Respondenf s interest, the Respondent shouicl provide a ()ui1 Claim
Dee.cl of her interest to Petitioner upon payment of her equity. Both partie~ should cooperate w
provide any needed deed or documentation

lO

assist in refinancing.

Financia! Assets

'27. The Coun finds that Petitioner

7

S

Exhibit 17-B setting forth a spreadsheet proposing an equal

division of the parties· bank accounts. retirement and vehicles is appropriate and is agreed between
tbt· panie.s and approved by the Court. The Court makes the following findings to adjust the value.s

in that exhibit.
28. The value of"Respondenr s Subaru Forester should be deemed $500 as that i~ the nllue she
testifies and ha~ received upon sale.
~9.

The prernaritai \'alue of Petitioner· s Van¥uard IRA

or $20.2~ J should bf ::rn·arded to him.

30. The prenwrital value of Respondent"s Vanguard IR.A of$1{L275 should be .nvarded

10

her.

0634
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~

~

31. The Court also finds the financial division should be adjusted by awarding Petitioner a credit of
$4,695 to compensate him for payment of Respondent: s separate expenses he paid on her behalf
during the separation of th(; parties such as medical. lodging and car-related expenses.
Personal Properh·

~

32. Consistent ,;vith the Stipulation of the parties~ the parties will promptly submit to a mediation to
appo1iion their personal property. Any mediation costs should be shared equally. In the event of
further disputes on such division~ the parties may schedule a Court review.

Tax Exemption
33. The Petitioner is entitlccl ro the tax dependent exemption associated with the child in 2014 and
future even-numbered years. The Respondent is entitled to the tax dependent exemption in 2015 and
future odd-numbered

y:.;i:irs.

34. Beginning with 2013. each party ,viii have the opportunity to purchase the tax dependent
exemption for child from the other party on condition that they pay any required amount to make

'411

the shift of the exemption tax neutral to the other spouse. The parties should cooperate in
exchanging infonm1tion as

10

20 l 3 taxes and future years as needed to implement any such buyout

provision prior to when taxes are due. The election to buyout the exemption should be made by
February 15 th

at

the iat.est.
C"'pital G~1ins

35. The Court denies Petitioner's request that the panics share equal!> in the 2013 capiwl gains
taxes arising from the Court Order ,vithclrawal of fund~ received by Respondent. The Court finds
Petitioner has not provided sufiiciem proof thm thar the tax impact resulted primarily from the sale
<&..,

of those securiries.
Alimony

36. The Court has reviewed both Financial Dec.:iarations of the parties and has discounted an~1s 5
November 05, 2014 03:19 Plv1 Digitized by the Howard W. Hunter Law Library, J. Reuben Clark Law School, BYU.
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that was voluntary or discretionary.

3 7. The Petitioner" s recent paystub proviclecl

::it

trial showed earnings of $6.16 7 gross monthly and

net earnings of approximately $5.466 per month.
Gp

3 8. The Petitioner" s statement of expense.s at trial total $5.100. ,,vhich the Court finds inflated and
which the Court reduces by volumary or discretionary items. such as donations. gifts. travel.
retirement contribution.
39. The Court has reviewed the Respondent" s Financial Declaralion provided

al

trial rcfiectin~

expenses of $5.813. HoweveL the Court finds this amount also to be inflated and makes adjustment
for voluntary. discretionary and estimated amounts such as donations. gitls. travel. retirement

expenses not being paid: health insurance premiums which are estimated and not actuaL projected
costs of education. among other adjustments. After such adjustments. the Court finds Respondent" s
reasonable needs to be $3.100 per month.
40. The Court finds that Respondent has th~ abilit~· to me~1 her own expense needs

or at least$ l.000

per month based on imputation of minimum wage after taxes.
4]. The Court finds that Respondent will receive child support of at least $7>8 per month. which
,vii] offset some of her financial need.
4:2. As such. the Court finds that Respondem has an unmet need of $1.36.:: pe:· month.
43. After discounting Petitioner·s financial Declaration. the Court fincb thm he has the ability to
comribute the sum of $8 l 4 per month lo R~spondent and this amount is ordered as and for alimony.
Alimony will commence .lune I. 2014 and continue for the term of the marriage. calculatccl from
~

,vhen alimony v-.:as first ordered in this case. and will also terminate in the evern of Respondent· s
death, remarriage or cohabitation in a marriage-like relationship.
44. The Corn1 finds that Petitioner does noi have the ability to provide for all of Responden(tJ-~!31~

01
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financial need.
45. The Court decline~ Respondenfs request to make n finding of monthly expenses based on the
standard of living established during the marriage for either party based on the finding that neither

party can maintain the standard of living established during the marriage, given the divorce.
46. The parties are ordered to exchange Vv'-2 information annualiy and the Respondent shall be
required to provide Petitioner. documentation

or retraining or education or new employment as it

occurs.
Debts

47. Each party is ordered to pay any debts incurred in their own name during the penclency of the
matter and since their separation, December 20 I 2 and hold the other harmless.
48. It is ordered that Petitioner receive credit for paying separate expenses of Respondent during the
pendency of the matter in the amount of $4:695.
49. There is an outstanding bil! with the University of Utah Neuropsychiatric lnstitute in the amount
of approximately $7J 95 incurred by Respondent. The Court finds this is a marital debt associated

\:vith Respondent· s hospital stay in January 2013. The Rcspo11dent has no separate ability to pay this
bill. and Petitioner is ordered to pay this debt.
Respondcn1 's Request for Marital Prnpertv Award

50. The Court denies the Respondent's request to rec.:cive a disproportionate amount

or property

division. The Court does not find any exceptional circun1s1.ances to justify an unequal division of the
marital assets and avvards the accounts. retirement and other valu::;d assets to be equally divided.
529 Account

5 J. The parties have a 52() Savings Account for their daughter'~ education. This account should
remain in Petitioner· s name and be used for the daughter's education and related expenses.
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Attonievs Fee~

52. The Court orders each party

10

assume and pay their ovm costs and attorneys fees incurred in

this matter.
Restraining Order

53. The parties are mutualJy restrained from going to each other·s homes or places of employment.
Documents and Mutual Cooperntion

S4. Each party shall execute and deliver to the other. all instruments of transfer and documents of
ownership required to perform each parties· obligation

H,

implement the Court orders herein. The

parties will reasonably cooperate \Vith each other through counsel to carry out all provision of the
Court.
Based on the foregoing: the Court nov.: enters the following:

CONCLtJSIONS OF LA\~/
I. The Court has jurisdiction over the panies and subject matter of this action.
2. A Supplemental Decree of Divorce should be issu~d consistent with the foregoing Findings of

Fact.

END OF DOCUMENT-COURT SJGNATURE AND DATES APPEAR AT THE TOP OF
THE FIRST PAGE

Approval as to Form:

Edward J. Stone
Attorney for Respondent
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The Order of' Court is stated below:
Dated: November 05. 2014
Isl SU CHON
03::22:53 PM
District·C.ourt Jni;lge

IN THE THIRD .JlJDlCIAL DISTRICT COURT OF
SALT LAKE COUNTY. STATE OF UTAH

GEOFFREY S. RULE.

SUPPLEMENT AL

Petitioner.

DECREE OF DIVORCE

-vs-

RJCHELLE RULE,
Respondent.

Case No. 134901588
~

Judge Su Chon
Commissioner T. Patrick Casey

The Court in the above-matter hekl a trial on Jvlay 2 7 and May 28, 2014. Petitioner vvas present in
~

person and represented by counsel Suzanne Marelius. Respondent was present in person and
represented by counsel Ed,vard .I. Stone. The trial took place before the Honorab]e Su Chon
presiding. The Court heard testimony. considered evidence and argum~nt and being fully advised in
the premises, having heretofore entered its Supplemental Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law.

does hereby make and enter the follmving Supplemental Decree of Divorce:

IT IS HEREBY OPJ)ERED, AD.JUDGED. AND DECREED THAT:
1. Bifurcatt:cl Decree. The Cour1 previously entered a Bifurcat~d Decree of Divorce March 19, 2014

terminating thl' marriage of the parties and reserving disputed issues for trial.
CUSTODY AND PARENT TIME
2. The parties have one child logcther, namely a daughter. B.C.:'\.R. (DOB August 1097).
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3. Responcleni is awarded primary physical custody of the child.
4. The Petitioner shall have liberal parent time as the parties agree in advance and in the evcrn of
dispute. no Jes~ thar: the Utah statutory parent time set forth at lJ.C.A. ~30-3-35.
5. The parties are hereby awarded joint legal custody of the minor child. As and for a Parenting Plan
herein. the parties shall abide by the Utah Advisory Guidelines set forth at U .C.A. ~30-3-33
consisting of the following requirements:
(I) Parcm-tim~ schedules mutually agreed upon by both parents are preferable to a court-imposed
solution.

(2) The parent-time schedule shall be utilized to maximize the continuity and stability of the

child's life.
(3) Special consideration shall be given by each parent to make the child available to attend
famih functions including funerals. weddings. family reunions: religious holidays~ important
ceremonies. and other significant events in the life of the child or in the life of either parent which
may inadvertently conflict with the parent-time schedule.
(4) The responsibility fr>r the pick up. delivery. and return of the child shall be determined
by the court when the parent-time order is entered: and may be changed at any time a subsequent
modification is mack w the parent-time order.
()) lf'the noncustodial parent \1v·ill be providing transportation~ the custodial parent shall
have the child ready for parent-time at the time the child is to be picked up and shall be present at
the custodial home or shall make reasonable alternate arrangements to receive the child at the time
the child is returned.

(6) If the cust.odia! parent wili be transp011ing the chikL the noncustodial parent shall be at
the appointed place at the time the noncustodial parent is to receive the chi Id. and have the chi Id
ready to be picked up at the appoint.eel time and place: or have made reasonable alternate
arrangements for the custodial parent to pick up the chi Id.
(7) Regular schooi hours may not he interrupted for a school-age child for the exercise of
parent-time hy either parent.
(8) The couri may make alterations in the parem-time schedule to reasonably accommodate
the work scheduic of both parents and may increase the parent-time allo\vecl to the noncustodial
parent but may not diminish the standardized parent-time provided in Sections 30-3-]:7 and 3H-.:--

--

....
.'"!:"1.:-,.
( 9) The court may make alterations in the parem-time schedule to reasonably accommodate
the distance between the panies and the expense 0f exercising parent-time.

0640
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( I0) Neither parent-time nor child support is to be withheld due to either parent's failure to
comply \.vith a court-ordered parent-time schedule.
( l I) The custodial parent shall noti(v the noncustodial parent within 24 hours of receiving
notice of all significam school. social, sports. and community functions in which the child is
participating or being honored. and the noncustodial parent shall be entitled to attend and participate
fully.
(12) The noncustodial parent shall have access directly to all school reports including
preschool and daycare reports and medical records and shall be notified immediately by the
custodial parent in the event of a medical emergency.
( J 3)

Each parent shall provide the other with the parent s current address and telephone
number. email address. and other virtual parem-tirne access information within 24 hours of any
change.
1

( J4) Each parent shaJJ permit and encourage. during reasonable hours: reasonable and
uncensored communications ,vith the child: in the form of mail privileges and vi1tual parent-time if
the equipment is reasonably available. provided that if the parties cannot agree on whether the
equipment is reasonably available. the court shall decide whether the equipment for virtual parenttime is reasonably available: taking into consideration:

(a)

the best imerests of the child;

(b) each parent's ability to handle any additional expenses for virtual parent-time; and
(c) any other factors the court considers material.
( J 5) Parental care shall be presumed to be better care for the child than surrogate care and
the court shall encourage the parties to cooperate in allowing the noncustodial parent, if willing and
able to transport the children, to provide thL' child care. Child care arrangements existing during the
marriage arc preferred as are chiid care arrnngement.s ,vith nominal or no charge.

( 16) Each parent shall provide all surrogate care providers with the name, current address~
and ielephonc numher of the other parent and shall provide the noncustodial parent with the name,
current address. and telephone number of all surrogate care providers unless the court for good
cause orders otherwise.
( 17) Each parent shall be entitled 1.0 an equal division of major religious holidays celebrated
by the parents. and the parent whu celebrates a religious holiday that the other parent does not
celebrate shall have the right to be together with the child on the religious holiday.
1f the child is on a different parent-time schedule than a sibling: based on Sections 30?<:6 and 30-:--35.5, the parents should consider if an upv,1ard deviation for parent-time with all the
( J 8)

minor children so thm parent-time is uniform bct,veen school aged and nonschool aged chiJdren. is
appropriate.
6. Petitioner shall be entitled to access all school. medical and other significant information
November 05, 20; 4 03:22 PM
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pertaining

lo

the child. The Respondent shall keep Petitioner informed of the child's health.

education and overall \:velfare statu~ and provide him notice of significant event~ in advance. The
Court V.'ill not award either parry final decision making authorit~· and in the event there is
~

disagreement on a significant parenting matter. the panics shall attend mediation prio:- to submitting
the issue to the Court. Any mediation costs shall be shared equally.
7. The panies vvill communicate concerning their daughter in a civil and courteous manner and such
communication should be prirnari}~.- hy email.
8. The parties art mutually restrained from making any negative or disparaging comments abou: the
other parelll in the presence of the child.
CHILD SUPPORT
9. Child suppon shall be based on a sole custody worksheet and the current incomes of the panies
and a calculation pursuant to the Utah Child Support Guidelines. The Court finds Petiti(mer:s
income based on his most recent paystub at trial to he $6.167 gross monthly. The Court finds
Respondent's income lo be $1.257 gross monthly imputed income f<x purposes of calculating child

~

support. Pursuant

10

the sole custody

\7'1orkshee1

calculation. Petitioner· s child support obligation is

$738 and Rcspondenf s obligation is s; l 50.
l 0. Child support is ordered herein effective .I une I. 2014 due and payabk by Petitioner to
Respondent in the amount of $738. Child support shall be paid on behalf of the minor child until she
has reached the age of 18 or graduated from high school in the due course of anendance. whichever
is later.
Health Insurance

11. Th<: Petitioner shall maintain health insurance on behalf of the minor child so long as that is
reasonably availabk throuf!h his employment. The parties shall implement the Utah Statme set forth
at U .C.A. §78B-l .2-2 l .2 as to allocation of' insurance premium and expenses.
l\lovember 05. 2014 03:22 Pl\/i
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12. Pursuant to Utah Statute, the parents will share equally in the chilcl" s portion of health insurance

which is calculated a.s a per capita share

or the premium actually paid. The premium expense for the

child shaJJ be calculated by dividing the premium amount by the number of persons covered under
~

the policy and multiplying the result by the number of children in the case.

13. Pursuant to Utah Statute. the parties will share equally in reasonable medical and dental
expenses incurred for the child:s healthcare. A parent who incurs a medical expense shall provide
\ \1

~

ritten verification of the cost and payment expense to the other parent vvithin 30 days of payment

and shall be reimbursed shall be reimbursed half the total out-of-pocket amount within 30 days of
receipt of such verification.
Respondent's Income

14. The Respondent is not presently employed. The Respondent has a mental disorder \Vhicb
impacts her ability to ,vork and that retraining is ljkely necessary. The Coun notes the
recommendation of the evaluator and the agreement by Respondent that she would like to enter the

field of computers and that retraining would be needed for that area of employment. Thus. at the
present time. it is appropriate to impute to Respondent minimum ,vage at the level of $1.257 gross

monthly and $1.005 net monthly.
15. Respondent is ordered to keep Petitioner informed as to her employment, education and training

status and she should provide timely notice of any changes in these area~. In the event of future
employment. she should provide verification of income upon hiring.
Real Propertv

16. During the marriage. the parties acquired a home at 3703 Mountain Oaks. Salt Lake Cir~·- Utah
84 l 2 J. The propeny should be sol cl and listed for sale within 30 days of the elate of Ruling. In the
event of sale, Petitioner should select the realtor and be sure the Respondent is provided access to
that individual for questions regarding the sale.
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l 7. The parties should cooperate to achieve an efficient and reasonable sale and should agree on a

sale price. Both partie~ should consider and promptly respond to any offers.
l 8. Upon an: sale. the net proceeds of sale after costs of sale should be divided equal1y between the
parties.
l 9. Alternatively. Petitioner may buy out Respondent's interest in the marital residence. On this
basis. the appraised value of $4 7-4 .000 shall be used. The mortgage balance at the time of trial was
S 1] 9.024 resulting in joint equity of $354. 976. for a buyout amount of $177A88 each.
20. ln the event of a buyout of Respondent's interest. the Respondent shouid provide a Quit Claim

Deed of her interest to Petitioner upon payment of her equity. Both parties shall cooperate to
provide any needed deed or documentation to assist in refinancing.
Financial Assets

21. The Court found that Petitioner·s Exhibit J 7-B setting forth a spreadsheet proposing an equal

division of the parries· bank accounts. re1irement and vehicic~ is appropriate and is agreed between
the parties and approved by the Court. The Court orders the following adjustments to be made to the
values in that exhibit.
22. The value of Respondent" s Subaru Forester shall be deemed $500 as that is the value she

testifies and has received upon sale.
23. The premarital value of Petitioner· s Vanguard IRA of $20.23 l is hereby awarded to him.

24. The premarital value of Respondent's Vanguard JR.A of$ I 0.275 is hereby awarded to her.
25. The Financial division shall be adj ust.cd by mvardinf Petitioner a credit of $4.695 to compensate
him for payment of Respondent's separa1e expenses he paid on her behalf during the separation of
the parties such as medical, iodging and car-related expenses.
Personal PropcrtT

26. Consistent ,vith the Stipulation of the parties. the parties ,vill promptly submit to a mediatRJ~-r1-)4
November 05. 2014 03:22 PM
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apportion their personal property. Any mediation costs should be shared equally. In the event of
further disputes on such division. the parties may schedule a Coun review.
Tax Exemption

27. The Petitioner is entitled to the tax dependent exemption associated with the child in 2014 and

future even-numbered years. The Respondent is entitled to the tax depenclenl exemption in 2015 and
future odd-numbered years.

28. Beginning ,vith 2013. each party will have the opportunity to purchase the tax dependent

{jg,

exemption for child from the other party on condition that they pay any required amount to make
the shift of the exemption tax neutral to the other spouse. The parties should cooperate in
exchanging information as to 20 l 3 taxes and future years as needed to implement any such buyout
provision prior to when taxes are due. The election to huyout the exemption should be made by

February 15 th at the latest.
~

Capital Gains

29. Petitioner's request that the parties share equally in the 2013 capital gains taxe:,; arising from the
Court Ordered withdrawal of funds received by Respondent is hereby denied.

AlimonY
30. The Court orders Petitioner to pay Respondent alimony in the sum of $8 I 4 per month effective
June ] . 2014 and shall continue for the term of the marriage. calculated from when alimony v,.ras
first ordered in this case. Alimony also terminate in the cwent of Responcle!li 's death. remarriage or
cohabitation in a marriage-like relationship.

3 l. The parties are ordered to exchange W-2 information annually and the Responclem shall be
required to provide Pelitioner. documentation of retraining or education or new employment as it
occurs.

November 05, 2014 03:22 PM
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Debts

32. Each part) i~ ordered w pa) any debts incurred in their own name during the pendency oC the

maner and since their separation. December 201 ~ and hold the other harmless.

::;3_ It is ordered that Petitioner receive credi1 for paying separate expenses of Responclen1 during the
penclency of lhe matter in the amount of $4.695.
34. There i;-; an outstanding bil! with the University of Utah Neuropsychiatric Institute in the amount
of approxim~11~~1: $7 .195 incurred by Respondent. The Court finds this is a marital debt associated

witi~ Respondent"~ hospital sta:· in .January 2013. The Respondent has no separate abilit) to pa) this
bill. and Petitioner i:- ordered tn to pay this bill.
Rcspondenes Request for Marital Property Award
~.; S. Respondent":- request to receive a disproportionate amoum of property division is hereb: denied.

The Court does not find any exceptional circumstances to justify an unequal division of the marital
assets and awards the accounts. retirement and other valued assets to be equally divided.
529 Account

36. The panic~ h:.m: a 5-:!.9 Sa,·ings Account for th~ir daughter· s education. This accotmi should
remain in Petitioner" s name and be used for the daughter· s education and related expenses.
Attornev.s Fees

~7. Each part) is l1crehy ordered to assume and pay their own costs and attorneys fees incurred in
thi~ n1atter.
Restrainin~ Order

38. The panic~: arc hcreb: mutual!: restrained from going w each other·s homes or places of
cmpio:vmcnt.

Documents and 1\1utual Coopcrntion

39. Each part,'.' shall execute and dclivt~r

tCl

the other. all instrument5- of transfer and documents of

(lVvncrship required to perform each parties· obligation to implement the Court order~ herein. (i)m.46
November 05. 20: 4 03:22 P/111
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parties wilJ reasonably cooperate with each other through counsel to carry out all provision of the

Court.
END OF DOCUMENT - COURT SIGNATURE AND DATES APPEAR AT THE TOP OF
THE FIRST PAGE

Approval as to Form:

Edward J. Stone
Attorney for Respondent
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(@
The Orel er or Cou rl is stated helow:
Dated: .iul>· o:::. 10!5
1s/ ::-i11 Chem
().:.::ll(l:2(~ PM
D1smc1 Court Judge

~

@

(i

SUZANNE MARELJUS (2081)

Anorney at La"
26 l East 300 South. Suite 300
Salt Lake City. UT 841 l 1
Telephone: (801) 746-7443
Facsimile: (80 I) 53:2-1597
Email: sm(am1arclins-Ja,:1.·.com

Attorney for Petitioner
II'\ THE THIRD .JUDICIAL DISTRJCT COURT OF
SALT LAKE COUNTY. STATE OF CTAH

~

GEOFFREY S. RULE,

ORDER ON SlJPPLEMENTAL
FINDINGS OF' FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
ARISING FROM RESPONDENT'S
RULE 59 MOTION

Petitioner.

~
-v~-

RICHELLE RULE,

Case No. 1349() 1588
Judge Su Chon
Commissione:- T. Patrick Casey

Respondent.

~

The Court in the above-matter held a telephorn: rnnkr~ncc April 24. 201 ~ and issued a
G)

verhal Ruling on the Respondent" s Ruic 59 Ivlcnion fcir Additional F inciings of Fact and

Conclusions of La"V11 and/or Relief from .lucigmcnt and on Petitioner·s Motion /'or Award of
Attorneys 1:ces. The Petitioner· s counsel. Suzanne iVlarelius and Respondent·~ counsel. Edward
~

Sterne both participated in the tclepi1orn: conference with Judge Su Chon. District Court Judge

presiding. Having reviewed the record and file herein. having considered argumcm h:bruar: 11.
2015. the Court having entered its Fi11din¥S of Fact and Conciusions of La\, ansmg from the

Gib

Rule 5q l lRCP Motion good cause appearing.

110\\.

makes and e11tcr5 the follo\vi11f:

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED. ADJUDGED A!':D DECREED THAT:

~
July 02, 2015 0~:49 PM
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I.

Th<: Court finds Respondent is entitled to alimony and that after appropriate

adjustments to her stated expenses at trial. her rcasonahle nwnthl) expenses arc $2. 702.

The Respondent has an historic earning ability although she.: i~ presentl: not
empl()yed. m1d she should he imputed with the ability to earn minimum wage of $1257 gross
monthly and $ J .005 net monthly. Based on the calculation of her reasonable expenses. she thus
has an unmet financial need of$ 1.697.00 per month. The Court was to evaluate tht: Respondent" s

standard of living at the time of trial to determine her need given that there is no: enough mone:
to cover the standard of living.

3.

The parties have one mmor child. namely a daughter who is cmitled to child

support which the Court has determined to be $738 per month payable by Petitioner to
Respondent. This child support will end with the child·s emancipation and anticipat<.:d graduation
from high school which is August 2015.
4.

The Court has considered Petitioner's earning ability ·which is $-4.8 l {) net monthly.

The Couri has adjusted Petitionei"\ monthly expenses to the reasonable month!~· amoum
S3. I 98. resulting in excess income of$ L6 l 2. The Petitioner is able to pay $ I.t1 l 2

IP

or

Respondent

and aflcr deducting the child suppor1 award of $738 results in available income for alimony of
$874. which is the amount ordered herein effective January l.2015.
Thl' alimony due to Respondent payable by Petitioner will be increased effecrivt
September l,

:w 15

ivhen child support ends and thereafter wil I he $1.612 per month. Ai imony

will continue for a span equivalent to the length of the marriage from \-vhen it \Vas first paid.
lvl,1\ l. 2013 and for the followin~ 204 months (terminating May 2030) unless terminawcl earlier

0799
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~

(j)

by Respondenf s death. her remarriage or cohabitation in a marriage-like relationship.
6.

The Respondenf s Motion lo revise the property division is denied.

7.

Petitioner:s Motion for an award of attorneys· fees adsing from the need to drati

the Supplemental Findings of Fact. Conclusions of Law and Decree of Divorce is denied as
Respondent has no ability to pay such fees.

END OF DOCUMENT - COURT SIGNATURES AND DATES APPEAR AT THE TOP
OF THE FIRST PAGE.

Approval as to Form:

Edward .I. Stone
Attorney for Respondem
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